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ABSTRACT

This thesis uses the theoretical foundations of Nodal Governance and
Governmentality

to both explore and reconceptualise nodes and networks

involved in combating child sexual exploitation. Network analysis provides an

important methodological framework

to rethink

governance issues. Recent transformations

complex networks and

in the governance of chiid sexual

exploitation and concepts, such as r.esponsibilisation, are explored. Both state
and non-state groups are examined at the gtobal and

child advocacy groups

in

1oca1

level, with focus on

Manitoba, Canada. Recommendations for future

research and possible strategies for child advocacy groups are made.
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Chøpter1- INTRODUCZON

Many groups across the globe are working together, and indepenciently, in

i^tricate and large scale networks to combat the sexual exploitation of children.
Recognition of this social problem has become especially prevalent in the last twenty
years,

with the state and media demonstrating growing interest (euayle and Taylor,

2003:1). As the

world around us changes in the face of rapid developments that include

globalization, urbanization and fast paced technological advancements, governance
continues to evolve. The state governs with restrictions, surveillance and strategies,
but

too often falls short. Child advocacy networks are a recent t¡ansformation in
governance that has filled this void and a development which this thesis seeks to
reconceptualise by attempting to rethink how we view these groups. This

will

be

accomplished by studying these comprex networks and nodes using the methodological
approach of network analysis and the theory of nodal governance. Manitoba examples

will play a prominent role in this thesis, but illustrations from around the world wiÌl

be

used to clarify the roles of nodes and networks in combating child sexual exploitation.

Nodal governance, a concept, proposed by Crifford shearing and his colreagues,
can help explain how governance, or directing social entities, takes place. Governance

is no longer seen as the sole responsibilíty oÍ a sovereign state, but rather can emanate

from a multitude of nodes, or sites of governânce. Nodal governance theory has strong

roots and shares many commonalities with governmentality, a theory originally
developed by Michel Foucault, but it is a unique theory especiarly suited to the
study of

child advocacy $oups. Nodal governance theory

is

also complementary to

responsibilisation as a cent¡al theme discussed

in this thesis. The

state was once

perceived as responsible for "protecting" citizens from the risks such as poverty,

health, unernployment and crime. Responsibilisation is a societal trend that

ill

sees

individuals being held more responsible, or accountable, for their own care, or selfresponsibilisation (Lenke, 2001,:207). For the purposes of this thesis, the "state" will be

defined as an intercorurected group of social institutions, with ties to the geo-politicai
space of nation states. The social institutions that compromise the state include (but are

necessarily limìted to the legislative body), state bureaucracy, courts, police, armed
forces and public systems responsible for health, education and child protection. \4lhile

theoretically the state is one body, it shoulc'l be recognized that different parts of the
state can operate autonomously

of each other and often have differing

agendas,

¡notivations and interests.

With the shift from liberal to neolibe¡al principles of state governance, for better
or worse, the social safety net is being withdrawn. The emergence and influence of neo-

liberalism has been subjected to critical analysis. In particular, neoliberalism can be
viewed as harsh in its t¡eatment of marginalized populations with the withdrawal of a
public safety net. Neolibe¡alism can be seen as a way of supporting and formalizing

the interests of the economic, social and political elite. Neoliberalism pe¡petuates

through globalization, which sees capitalìst ideals as superior at the risk to our
environment and huma'well-being (Hamm, 2005; Sauer and Hamm, 200b). Neo_

liberal principles can also potentially be hindering to social movements such
feminism (Alojamiento, 2005).

as

On the other hand, advocates of neo-liberalism support entrepreneurship within
the growing global economic free market and believe that the general public should be

given the choice to manage its own affairs. It encourâges the empowerment of moral
and responsible citizens, with consequences for those who do not conform, rather than
society bearing the burden

for their mistakes (Garland,

1996; Rose, 1996 and 2000).

Neoliberal policies have been justified as necessary and realistic on the grounds that

nation states lost control of managing the economy because of misdirected and
inefficient government spending. under neo-liberal regimes, state safety nets have been

restricted because, arguably, the nation state simply does not have the capacity to
suPport long-term and uniimited liberal policies. Social spending withir-r nation states,

within this context, has to be measured with sustainable and genuine results. Neoliberal technologies of governance can be either direct or indirect, with indirect
governance allowing the state to guìde citizens to desired behaviour, without having

perceived responsibility for them (Lenke, 2001:201). This atmosphere of neo-liberalism

is the background in which nodes and networks are now operating to combat child
sexual exploitation. The rising responsibilisation trend sees non-state groups taking on

increasing responsibility for combating child sexual exploitation. This thesis hopes to

add to the growing literature on nodal govemance by demonstrating that non-state
groups/ working within the const¡aints of a neo-liberal political and economic ethos,
can nonetheless work strategically io combat child sexual exploitatìon.

This thesis undertakes a first step at mapping the vast expanse of contemp,rary

chilcl advocacy networks.

It

does this by undertaking an analysis of child advocacy

groups as part of an arrangement of complex nodes and networks. Child advocacy
groups can be desc¡ibed anc'l categorized by shared similarities that include comparable

actions and initiatives. One of the goals of this thesis is to construct and review new

spheres

of

governing child sexual exploitation

comprehensive knowledge

of

in order to provide a

more

these multifaceted networks. While taking into

consideration the global nature of the networks and social problems they address, there
is also a local focus on the province of Manitoba. This research is of particular interest
to all parties involved in child advocacy networks, or anyone hying to achieve a deeper

understanding of its activities. Suggestions for new directions and strategies that may
be employed by child advocacy groups are also presented.

1.1

Defíning Child Adztocøcy Groups ønd Chilil Sexual Exploitøtion
Tlre groups in these networks

will

be referred to as child ndaocncy groups becarse

one of their primary functions is to protect childrer-, from sexual exploitation by
advocating on their behalf. This label is particularly suitable because it encompasses a

wide range of groups, w}rich vary in size, focus and activities. Child advocacy groups

are a heterogeneous aggregate differentiated by location, language, capacity and
motivation. They share the common goal of trying to eradicate, or manage, the sexual
exploitation of children. Included within this definition are groups that specialize in
combating particular types of child sexuai exploitation, but also those groups that onty
devote part of their resources to fighting this social problem. Child advocacy groups

that specialize in combating one type of child sexual exploitation may have close
relationshìps with other groups that specialize in the same area, but also maintain and
foster relationships with groups practicing organizational segmentation. It is in the best

inte¡est of these groups to collaborate in opposing all forms of child sexual exploitation.

For example, there are child advocacy groups that deal exclusively with child
pornography and others who work to combat the child sex

trade.

Their work is

complimentary in that many victims in child pornography are also victims of the child
sex trade. The implications of organizational segmentation for combating child sexual

exploitation will be discussed.
Chilc1 sexual exploitation includes activities that directly, or indirectly, contribute

to the sexual exploitation of a child, inclucìing, but not limited to child pornography,
child prostitution, child luring, and adult sexual contact with

a

minor. For the purposes

of this thesis, a chíld is not defined by the biological definition of puberty, but rather the

sociaily constructed legal definition of "minor". In the majority of western countries

a

minor is a person under the age of eighteen who is not seen in law to hold the same
responsibilities, rights and obligations

of an adult. This definition is part of

the

dominant discourse of the networks and is reflected in their practices, products ancl
beliefs. One such example is the local definition of child sexual exploitation as set forth
inThe Manitobø strntegy Responding to Cltildren and youth nt Risk of, or suraiaors of, sexual
Exploitntion, which states:

For the purposes of the Manitoba stuategy, child sexual exploitation is the
act of coercing, Iuring or engaging a child, under the age of 18, into a

sexual act, and involvement in the sex trade or pornography, with or
without the child,s consent, in exchange for money,,Jrugs, ihJter, food,
protection or other necessities (Manitoba Family services and Housing,
2007).

Anothe¡ similar definition of child sexual exploitation is available in the Cana¿ian
Crìminal Code. As reflected in this definition,

a.rinor

cannot legally gìve consent to

these acts because they do not have the regal capacity

to cio so. perhaps key

to

understanding this definition is the inclusion of the word "exploitation,,. some adults

are taking unfair advantage of minors for thei¡ own sexual gratification o¡ financial

gain.

These mino¡s are disadvantaged due to age or nationality (e.g. birth

in a no'-

western country), or are marginalized because of gencler, ethnicity, social

class,

addiction, and/ or family circumstances.

Not ail forms of child sexual exploitation have ¡eceivecl equal attention, for
example, child pornography in the past was not seen as damaging as other forms
of
sexual abuse, but this began to change in the 1990s (euayte antl raylor, 2003).
The

attention paid to different types of child sexual exploitation is left to the discretion of

child advocacy groups and other.odes in the networks. There is also no consistency
concerning the definition of chld sexual exploitation. Child marriage, genital alteration
(e.g. female genital mutilation) and the spread of sexually t¡ansmitted dìseases
(srD,s)

have recently been classilied as forms of child sexual exploitation. The inclusion
of
these activities can be attributetl to cross-cultural clifferences in perceptions of
child
abuse and,

will

be discussed in this thesis in relation to the topic of globalization. After

reviewing the definition of child sexual exploìtation, it is clear that this is a contentious
issue which can even vary amongst child advocacy groups.

Child sexual exploitation is being combated by equally complex networks macle

up of nodes of child advocacy groups. To untlerstand these multi-faceted concepts
governmentality and nodal governance theory provide a strong theoretical foundation
as set out

in Chapter Two. Chapter Three reviews the methodology anrl relevant

comparable studies that provide guidance for the thesis. In a narrative discussiory with

supporting examples, nodes and networks are reconceptualised

in chapter

Four.

chapter Five discusses how diffe¡ent spheres of governing operate and

are

interconnected in child advocacy networks. A central theme of this thesis is the societal

t¡end of responsibilisation, which is addressed in chapter

six.

The global extent and

fight against chilcl sexual exploitation receives attention in Chapter seven, followed, in
chapter Eight, by focusing on the local example of the child advocacy network in
Manitoba' Chapter Nine concludes the thesis with recommenclations for chiltl advocacv
groups and a discussion of directions for future research.

Chapter 2

2.1

- THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS; A REWEW OF LITERAruRE

GotsernmentøIity

Michel Foucault int¡oduced the concept of gover.mentality as part of his
"genealogy of the state", or historicai analysis of ihe rise and fall of state power. Even
though Foucault developed the concept later in his life and career during the late 1970s
and 1980s, it has generated a strong field of study that is still growing. when Foucault
refers to the term government, he does not refer to the state, but rather to the calculated
act of governing, or directing social entities. Foucault discussetl th¡ee different types of

modern government that include: how the state governs its physical space; the
governrlent of individuals and larger populations (government of others); and how
individuals govern themselves (Dean 1999:776). In a liberal society, the state can no

longer legitimately use or condone violence to achieve consent f¡om the general
population. Rather, deiiberately conshucted technologies of governance are used by
the state to compel acquiescence. Governmentality theory examines how goverr-ring is

configured

in different parts of the wo¡ld and our socìety. It is a complex

concept

encompassing more than the mere state and evident in such instifutions as socialization

(e'g. education

-

conscience), and

institutionalized schooling), religion (e.g. morality - governing our

the institution of the family (e.g. governing family

dynamics).

Governance can range over â vast spectrum, f¡o1r state 1evel controls to restrictions
placed on the self. It is a type of social engineering that attempts to assure conformity
to norms and rectify social problems.

10

Acceptance of the world arouncl us with its "truths", iaws and norms is the path

of least resistance. Foucault very much wanted us to peel away the veneer of reality
and expose the hidden truth claims beneath the surface. Doing so is not easy and to

understand governance, one can begin by appreciating the actions, methods and
rationality of governance. Rationalities of governance are the forces dealing with the
concepts concerning governance. They are the justifications, or validation, of the status

quo that include any changes that will benefit the agents in power. Technologies of
governance are the tangible means and devices by which agents in power can govern

others. They can be such material objects as video surveillance equipment or electronic

monitors, but also include more abstract items ancl concepts, such as advertising.
strategies of governance are intentional plans to govern,

with intended targets

and

goals. They can be as obvious as a political agenda or as ambiguous as how social
programs meant

to help marginaiized

populations can actually maintain their

subjugation. Rationalities, technologies/techniques and strategies of governance can be
either manifest or latent. Governing can produce both intended and unintended effects

(Kooiman, 2003:74). Looking at both intendecl and unintended effects is important

when studying governance to build a full understanding because despite the best
intentions of agents of governance, their actions may result in completely unexpected
and potentially troublesome consequences.

Power and knowledge are concepts closely interlinked and a strong theme in
Foucault's work that has continued to be of key importance in governmentality studies.
Power has a determining affect on the dominant discourse, which is one among many
11

discourses. Discourses refer to the possible ways of communicating, or thinking, and

are Íat more complex than mere language, although that is one of its
Discourses can change and conflict

with one anotirer. For

aspects.

example, consider the

differences and resulting global conflict that communist velses capitalist ideologies
have caused. Discourses are not a visible entity, which can be captured and measured.

However, resea¡chers can gather evidence to shed some light on the nature of
discourse. Evidence of power relationships, or in some cases the lack of perceived
power, is located throughout society, both hidden and obvious. It can be both direct
and indirect.
There is no absolute trutl-I, or inherent knowledge. Individuals are a creation of

their life experiences, or the knowledge base, they have gained. Knowledge shapes
how individuals behave and think. There is no singular type of knowledge, aithough
some types of knowledge can be more readily accepted than other types. Knowledge
can affect perception of power and agents of power. Take for example the knowledge
base of an

individual from a poor community, who has very little formal education and

negative experiences with representatives of the state. They may have a very different

worldview and life experience from members of more privileged levels of society. That
individual could easily distrust a law enforcement officer, whereas othe¡ mernbe¡s of
society would view the same officer as a symboi of safety, rather than oppression. As

subjugated populations experience one type

of

discourse, knowledge and lack of

power, other members of society have access to a specialized knowledge, giving them

privileged position in society. In this way, social institutions, such

as

a

formal education,
12

come into play when managing power and knowledge. Morality is defined by the
agents in power and there is no outline for "irnproving" the rt'or.ld. In fact, the desire to

improve the world is simply another discourse, a product of an alternative system of

power/knowledge. This thesis will utilize the theoretical framework of nodal
governance as an alternative

to the Foucauldian theoretical perspective on social

change, which can be interpreted as pessimistic. Nodal governance theory embraces

positìve social change as not only possible, but in cases of inequality, as a responsibility.
The state is an apparatus of power in Foucault's work on governmentality. He
discusses how there have been transf o¡mations,

o¡ shifts, in governmentality from

sovereign power to disciplinaty power. The sovereign head of state, such as a monarch,
was replaced by the sovereign state, thus gìving the stâte legitimacy. But moving into

modern times, power has become de-centred from the state and individuals are actively

participating

in their own

self-governance. This de-centralizatton, or privatizatiory

means that the complete power of the state, or the sovereign state, is a misconceptìon.

In a knowledge-based society, governing has become increasingly complex, and would
be nearly impossible for a cent¡alized state to control while still maintaining so-called
socio-democratic ideals. The nation state simply does not have the capacìty to deal with
a1l issues

of governance, especially since globaiization has become an increasing reality.

This point is discussed later in this thesis where I provide a more detailed review of the

impact of globalization on governance. In essence, in the world we live in toclay,
despite any rhetoric that claims differently, governance has become fragmented and
responsibility fo¡ it has been split between different sites/spaces of governance.
13

with responsibility and authority split between different

sites ancl spaces of

govemance, the question of accountabilif is raised. Who is held accountable when

something goes

wrong? It can actually l¡enefit the state when responsibility for

different types of governance is held by non-state agents. while the state can antl does
act as an allied partner, ìt can be in a mo¡e directing ûìanner. If the state does not hold

one hundred percent of the respo.sibility, then theoretically they cannot be held one

hundred percent accountable. To put

it

pessimistically, the state can maintain the

illusion of power, but have the opportunity to blame a "scapegoat". Take for example
grassroots programs meant to assist the underprivileged.

blame can be piacecÌ

If

such programs fail, then

o* the local community and its participants, rather than

example, on the laissez-faire approach of multinational corporations that do

lot

any responsibility for the disadvantaged masses or workforce. In other words,
often

in the best interest of the

state

if

for

take

it

is

non-state agents take over responsibility for

service delivery. The advocacy role of non-state agents permits the stâte to maintain the

illusion of power, where these non-state agents must lobby the state to

change

legislation or goverrunental practises to achieve their goals. A major critjcism of decentralization is that it can iead to non-state agents holding the responsibility, but none
of the power.
The definition of governance has grown beyond the mere act of governing others

in the

Foucaultian sense. Renate Mayntz (2003) reviews

a more contemporary

definition of governance:

14

'[G]overnance' is now often used to indicate a new mode of governing
that is distinct from the hiera¡chical control model, a more co-operative
mode where state and non-state actors participate in mixed public/pri'ate
networks (May ntz, 2003:27).
Mayntz discusses the changing theories of government atity (2003:29). During the late
1960s academic attention focused on policy development.

began

During the 1970s, researchers

to tum their attention to what influences policy development, including

the

function of law and by the 1970s, policy implementation. By the 19g0s, the concept of
networks emerged as the state decentralized. cooperation was a strong theme,

as

networks were considered potential problem solving mechanisms (Mayntz, 2003:31).
Mayntz notes that governance as a paradigm is meeting a new challenge in the face of
globalization, and "...we may witness the emergence of an altogether new
(2003:38). Later

fielc1,,

in this thesis I will detail how the theory of nodal governance can

overcome some of the limitations of governmentalìty.

surveillance ancl governance of the self is becoming more widespread, to the
point where it has become routine and unquestioned. such theorists as David Garland
(1996) have continued to articulate the nature of the de-centralization of the state ancl

the iimitations of its power. Garland discusses how the state's power has become

limited, which adversely affects both public and private safety. subsequently, the
govemance of security and how society has had to redefine traditional cliscourse and
adapt new shategies of governance, such as responsibilisation. Non-state groups have
assumed some of the risk and cost of governing crime (Garlancì

,

7996:45r). Garland

supplies a key example of sbategies of governance when he discusses srrategies of
15

denial and responsibilisation. In the united Kingdom the state experimented with

governing security

by

encouraging non-state organizations

to take on more

responsibìlity for crime control. shearing and other proponents of nodal governance
theory also share Gariand's views on the relevance of the concept of responsibilisation.
The concept of responsibilisation is of special importance to this thesis because it details

how the state governs at a distance through non-state organizations. The state becomes
the guiding yet unseen hand in governance.

It is an assumption of this thesis that the growing responsibility of child
advocacy groups

in

governing the sexual exploitation

of children is part of

a

responsibilisation strategy of nation states. Garland (1996:457) points out how social

programs have adapted by not necessarily targeting the offender, but rather the
potential offender and modifying their behaviour by "embedding control". I suggest
ihat child advocacy groups similarly are targeting the general population as a way of
embedding control, rather than solely targeting of{enders. In the discussion of nodal
governance theory, I explore exactly how the power of the state has been de-centralized

and why this is a very consequential development in terms of the current state and
possible future of child advocacy groups.

]anet Newman (2007:2\ provides an insightful overview of the literature on
governmentality.

She notes

that there is a distinctive shift in all sectors from hierarchal,

antagonistic service models

to that of networks and partnerships. The

historical

boundaries between the binaries of private/public, state/ non-state, and national/global
are becoming

blu¡red. The state contìnues to adapt by adopting more receptive policy

1,6

processes. These changes mean that the state is "governing at a distance,,. In general,
there is a more cooperatir¡e undercurrent, with some cofiìrnunities advocating for, and

being granted, self-governance. There is rnore public participation

in

governance

matters and a rnore open dialogue in the decision making process. As the face of the
state as we know

it

changes, challenges are being met

wìthin the constraints of

a

with innovative ideas, even

neoliberal political climate.

The themes discussed by Newman (2001) can be confirmed if one considers how

many authors are utilizing governmentality theory to rethink governing systems. There

is a strong tie in recent literatu¡e between governmentality and globalization. Most
relevant to this thesis is the extensive and growing literature strengthening the link
between governmentaiity and crime (Dean,

1-999;

Smanclych, 1999; Garland, 2002;

stenson and Edwards, 2003). one coûunon thread is how governance can have

a

significant influence on the development and direction of society, social institutions and

citizens. whiie the importance of governmentality literature cannot be ignored, it is
orrly one piece of tF'e puzzle. Governmentality and nodal governance theory share
many of the same coûunonalties, as a similar theoretical framework, but are not one and

the same. Nodal governance theory builds on the solid theoretical basis of
governmentality and refines the concept of multiple non-state groups becoming more
responsible for governance.

17

2.2

NodøI Gozternance Theory
Foucaultian governatìce can be defined as deliberate means used to manage and

regulate the behaviour and actions

of both individuals and aggregates

(Shearìng,

2007:703, Simon, 1997). Nodal governance theory moves beyond governmentality.

It is

more appropriate for the study of child advocacy groups because it acknowledges that
governance has come from no central source and because

it can explain how these

groups attempt to direct the actions of not only actìve offenders, but also potential
offenders, the general public and possibly other child advocacy groups.

Clifford Shearing is one of the leading academics involved in developing nodai
governance

theory. Shearing, a criminologist, grew up in South Africa under

the

apartheid system and wihressed many cases of racism, injustices and inequalìty. He

was exposed

to the concept that governing, or

controlling others, could

be

accomplished through both state and non-state sites of governance. This concept wouid
later become central to the theory of nodal governance. The apartheid system is a prime

example of how the state, or any powerful node in a network, can use force, coercion
and hegemony to enforce their authority. The South African state controlled resources,

such as wealth and land

to

oppress "non-whites". Similarly, particular nodes in

networks can control resources, such as money, knowledge and manpower, to
manipulate or control other nodes. Later
interested

in

in his

academic career, Shearing became

reshaping existing societal institutions

to

become more responsibie,

effective and accountable in South Africa, Northern Ireland and Argentina. Shearing

and his colleague, Jennifer Wood, began to publish extensively on nodal governance

18

theory

in the late 1990s (Shearing,

2007, 2004; Shearing and Wood, 2003; Kempa,

Stenning and Wood, 2004; Dupont, 2004; Shearing, Burris and Drahos, 2005; Wood and

Dupon! 2006; and Dupont,2006).
Because netwo¡ks are a social conshuction, they can be alte¡ed and improved.
By critiquing established systems of power, nodal governance theory allows researchers

the opportunity to rethink, or reconceptualise, problems and institutions, such as how
to combat child sexual exploitation. Studies using the theory of nodal governance may

offer critiques, but

if

used appropriately, this theoretical framework can also offer

positive solutions. Previous works utilizing nodal governance theory have tu¡ned

a

critical eye on state and security nodes (Dupont, 2006) in order to provide more
egalitarian and just reforms for disadvantaged or marginalized groups. Studying nonstate nodes can provide realistic alternatives to

curent

processes and systems. The

particular shength of positive social change offered by nodal governance theory
compliments the intent of this thesis.
One objective of nodal governance theory is that it can be used to enhance justice

and assist marginalized groups. In the case of property crimes, for example, offenders
can sometimes be classified as both offenders and victims of circumstances, such as
systemic poverty and racism. Improving the life chances of such groups and reforming
both state and non-state systems to be more just and egalitarian, as implicitly prescribed

by nodal

govemance theory,

is a proactive approach to preventing crirne.

approach is similar to the historic t¡adition of socialist theorists, who call

This

for

the

erâdication of poverty, racism and sexism. VVhen applied to child sexual exploitatiory

1,9

the role of marginalized groups is more complicated, as not all types of child sexual
exploitation are necessarily tied to ethnicity or poverty. Child prostitutiory especially in
the case of teenagers, may be linked to poverty and marginalized ethnic groups in some

regions. victims of child pornography have also been linked to child prostitution. I

would argue that in this case, the marginalized groups are children, who are macie
vulnerable by their age. Alternatively, it is more appropriate to term them a vulnerable

group/ or population, rather than be defined as marginalized when referring to all

children. Regardless of socio-economic background, ethnicity, gentler or geography,
children are under ca¡e and submit to the authority of adults. As a group, child victims

cannot readily organize to challenge their treatment, necessìtating the formation of
adult child advocacy groups to advocate on their behalf. chilcl advocacy groups are
seeking justice for children who have faced the injustice and abuse of power at the
hands of adults. That not all crimes are reported to, or detected by, the state, as seen in
cases of child sexual exploitation, reinforces a core conviction

of governmentality and

nodal governance theory: that state power is limited and so its abìlity to adequately
govern. The adoption of Western socio-democratic discourse in the networks studied in

this thesis is ¡eflected in the "obligation" to protect chiidren and the perception of
children as a vulnerable group. Despite the spread of western socio-democratic
discourse, the protection

of children is not assured arouncl the world, nor

even

welcomed or seen as necessary in some places, including western socio-democracies.
To summarize, the power of the state is limited in modern society once it begins

to de-centralize. Modern society produces a wide variety of sites of

governance.
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Theorisis such as shearing have labelled these sites as "nodes" and this consequently,
has led to the use of the te¡m "nodal governance". But nodal governance theory is a

much more intricate concept that does more than simpiy describe interconnected, or
polycenftic, nodes. This theoretical approach expands on the simplistic dichotomy of

public/private and takes into consideration multifaceted intricacies and nuances that
include power dynamics, flow of knowledge and information, control of resources,
adaptation to change, influence of technology and the impact of human agency (Kempa,
7999;

Dupont,2004). Nodal governance theory allows for realistic "shacles oÍ grey"

where definitions are no longer, if they ever were, "black and white,,.

shearing and his colleagues define nodes as consisting of four elements. There is
tt

..

.a way of thinking (mentalities) about the matters that the nocie has emergecl to

govern; a set of methods (technologies) for exerting influence over the course of events

at issue; resources to support the operation of the node and the exertion of influence;

and a structure that enables that directed mobilization of resources, mentalities and
technologies" (shearing, Bu¡ris and Drahos, 200s:37 -zB). Nodes can be state agencies,
non-state organizations, informal groups of citizens, or large private corporations.

node does not have to be a formal group but, even
stable and rnaintain an elementary structural

if transitory, the group must be

form. As shearing and his

state, both mentalities and technologies of governance must be present for

criteria of a node (shearing, Burris and Drahos,

A

200s:37

colleagues

it to meet the

-zB). perceiving or thinking

about the world around us in a unique way, and acting on those perceptions, is what
separates the activities

of individuals

associated

with

these nodes from the larger
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population. In reference to child advocacy groups, the members of these groups are
moved

to act when the majority of the population remains either ignorant

or

of the social problem. This shared motivation can be defined as

an

ambivalent

alternative shared set of values or morality, which is part of the discourse surrounding

the fight against the sexual exploitation of children. The technologies of governance
corne into play once child advocacy gïoups,

or any node of

influencing a particular course of events.

referring to a social probiem, such as

lÁtrhen

crime control, and more specifically the cont¡ol

governance, begins

of child sexual exploitation,

technologies of governance can include promotiory meaning a group presents itself and

ihe social problem it represents to the world at large. Resources which support these
efforts, can include money and human resou¡ces: volunteers with their invaluable
unpaid work and knowledge.

Nodal governance theory assists researchers in understanding the network
dist¡ibution of resources and knowledge, whether the network is a community of
subjugated individuals, or an international network of groups united for one coûìmon

purpose. Nodes are sites that hoid and conkol knowledge, capacity and resources. The
use of resources can sanction and generate governance, as shearing states "...may or

may not form goveming assemblages, and they may or may not develop networks that

traffic information and other goods to enhance their efficiency" (shearing, 2004:6). This
establishes that there ìs

no assumption in nodal governance theory that there

are

connections between nodes, while networks can vary in complexity. This assumption is

significant to the mapping of networks between child advocacy groups in this thesis.
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As society has t¡ansformed, so have forms of governance. To assume that the
state is sti1l in control of all aspects of society is to ignore the profound changes around

us. Gove¡nance is a complex construct that in today's society is dispersecl through wide
ranging sites of governance.

Governance today is characterized by a plurality of actors (states,
corporations, the World Trade Organization, institutions of ,civil society,,
criminal and te¡rorist gangs) forming more or less interconnected
governance networks; a plurality of mechanisms (force, persuasior¡
economic pressure, norm creation and manipulation); and rapid adaptive
change (Shearing, Burris and Drahos, 2005:31-32).

Governance is no longer defined exclusively by the borders of the nation states, nor is

it

static. Multiple forces are coniinually influencing nodes ancl, as a result, nodal
governance is always transforming and adapting. shearing ancl woocl make

it

clear

that " ..no set of nodes is given conceptual priority," (2003:a0a) and this particularly
applies to state nodes. Following this logic, state noLles are recognized as part of nodal
networks, but not to be given precedence over other nodes during a.alysis. There is no

way to predict the relationship between nodes because they can be based on
cooperation, conflict or neglect (shearing and wood, 2003:40b). This refers both to the
relationships between state nodes versus non-state nodes, or the relationships between

strictly non-state nodes. As nodes are Iinked together, they form networks and
networks can be linked together by "super st¡uctural nodes", which act as central,
integrating hub for other nodes (shearing, Burris and Drahos, 2005:3g). An example of
a super stuctural node is Crime stoppers International, an overarching organization
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connecting loca1 and national Crime Stoppers organizations throughout the

world. The

compatibility of nodal governance theory and network analysis wili be explored in
further in detail in the discussion of network analysis.
State sovereignty, or the overarching power of the state, has become eroded

with

the increase of nodal governance. Nodal governance theory questions state sovereignty

by rethinking governance. Simplifying a much mo¡e complex concept, it challenges the
automatic association of government with the state. Security is now the responsibility
of both state and non-state nodes. Morality comes into play when researchers assume,

perhaps unknowingly, that one type

of

governance

is better than other ways of

governing without evidence. Nodal governance theory has the potential to shift the
paradigm of criminology to consider and study alternatives. It is not the only theory to
cl-rallenge mainstream criminology, as evident

in today's theorists using any one of

a

number of other dilferent critical criminological perspectives (Ross, 1998). Using this
theoretical framework, researchers can look beyond the obvious, because if we do not,
we can be blind to new and hidden ways of governing.

Although it may not be officially recognized by the term nodal governance, the
state is aware of the growing responsibility of non-state agents in governance. In fact,

there has been deliberate devolution of governance activities to non-state groups,
although Shearing and Wood point out that much of it was not predicted (2003:a03).
Therefore,

it

can be inferred that hansformations in governance can be unpredictable

and groups involved must be adaptive to changes. Nodal governance draws groups

into governance who customarily were not a pafi of governance before. A key
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transformation relating to governance of security, as argued by shearing and wood
(2003), was the mor¡e from state-centred (public) responsibility for security to non-state

(private) nodes of governance. The criminal justice system was perceived to have more

power in regards to securitv with its representatives that include the provision of law
enforcement officers, judges and prison staff.

It is now more widely

accepted that a

variety of non-state agents share responsibility for security. It is not only an accepted,

but a growing trend, with private security firms contracted to protect the safety of
people and property in locations such as malls, gated comrr-runities, prisons and schools.

And neighbourhood watch groups now flourish with community police approval,
whereas at one tirne they may have been considered a type of vigilantism. The state is

not only aware of, but often actively encourages devolution/privatization through
specific strategies and agenclas. There has been open support ancl acceptance of some
non-state agents. Another example sees law erforcement agencies openly working with
representatives f¡om Crirne stoppers. The extent to which and how exactly the state

supports child advocacy groups will explored in this thesis-

Nodal governance theo¡ists have pointed out that non-state nodes, such

as

insurance corporations and Internet service Providers, have become significant agents

of power in regards to policing behaviour in both physical and virtual spaces (Kempa,

stenning and wood, 2004:563). This is also important to this thesis because child
advocacy groups attemPt to police the conduct of both active and potential offenders in

the real world antl on the Internet.

It is also significant to note that chiid

aclvocacy

groups would attempt this control both in public and private space. Child sexual
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exploitation may be collceptualized as a crime mainly restricted to private spaces, thus
lessening the risk for the offender of being apprehended. However,

I believe this is a

false assumption. Take for instance the existence of "hotspots" (wifì), or wireless access

points, which allow connection of wireless devices, such as lap top computers or
personal digital assistants (PDAs), to an Internet service provider (ISp). Many hotspots
are available ìn public spaces such as universities, libraries, train stations or restaurants,

but are also used by private home/business owners. offenders can tap into

an

unsuspecting user's server and conduct illegai activities. should the iilegal activity be
detected,

it wiìl

be traced back to the owner of the hotspot, which the offencler used

temporarily, anonymously and without initial detection. The Internet itself can be
described as

a publicly accessed space consisting of

private clomains. The

responsibilisation of governance, in relation to cybercrime, has been addressed when
certain private groups were entusted to help target and empower potential victims as a

form of "self-help" (Grabosky, Smith and Dempsey, 2001). One criticism of
responsibilisation

is that it could lead possibly to disparity, creating even more

marginalization (Garland, 1996:463). Applied to the Internet and teclrnology industry,

there are definite ethnical concerns of self-regulatiory which might outweigh the
benefits of cost-sharing governance.

Additionally, the crime of sexual exploitation of children may not always be
restricted to private spaces when one considers child prostitution. In most major cities

in North America, young people are involved in the

sex t¡ade and

in other countries sex

tourists take advantage of a complex and relatively open child sex trade. These are
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examples of how chilcl sexuar exploitation occurs in both private
and pubric spaces.

This is another reason that noclal governance theory, with its analysis
of pubric and
private spaces, is especially appropriate for this thesis.

one critique trrat could be reveled against nodal governance theory is

the

acceptance of a certain discourse over others. Following the
work of such researchers as

shearing, there is a distinctive acceptance of socìal change for
the better. In this case, it

means more sociar equarity, upholding western idears

of indivicluar rights

and

freedoms. It can be seen as judging this set of morals as superior
to other forms of

ethics. Nodal governance theory promotes the fight against sociar i'equarity,
which
a

is

strength of this theory.

Nodal governance theory pro'ides toors ancr a way of interpreti.g
the.arrative
of the world around us (shearing, Burris and Drahos,2005:54) in
a way that enhances
awareness of eve.ts that may seem chaotic. shearing, Burris
and Drahos describe how

nodal governance theory ". . deepens netwo¡k anarysis by taking
nodes from virtuar to
.

actual entities..'" (2005:53). shearing anci his colreagues promote
their theory as a way

to

advance democracy, increase efficiency, and encourage invorvement
and rocal

solutions. And ye! they acknowledge trrat the outcomes of nodar
governance can be

both positive and negative. The worrcl arou'c1 us is changing ancì
the fam iar

limitations based

on

hierarchy, private/public, global/ local and privileged

power/knowledge are evorving into something new (Newmary

2001":24). As the face

of

society and governance changes, so must our theories.
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Chøpter 3 - METHODOLOGY

3.1

Netzaork Analysis

The use

of the pro'en methodorogicar

approacrr

of network anarysis

compliments the theoretical frarnework of nodal governance and governmentality.
Previous works have established that nodes are linked together into complex networks

involved in governance (Johnston and sheari.g, 2003; Dupont,2004; shearing, Burris
and Drahos, 2005; Dupont, 2006). social network analysis involves recognizing and
mapping patterns and relationships that exist between social entities (Mitchell, 1969;

wellman and Berkowtiz, 1989; Richards ancl Barnett,

1993; wasserman and Faust, 1994).

This methodological approach is also suitable because

it

explains what factors can

shape networks and their substance. Although the actual term
ar-ralysis was

first used by J.A. Barnes in 1954 (Barnes,

1,954), the

of social network

roots for this fielcl of

study can be traced to scholars working independently, beginning around the

1930s.

Early researchers shared the similar desire to investigate the relationships between
people and how these relationships were affected by outsicle influences (e.g. conflict,

cultural practices,

etc.).

From these historical kaditions developed two distinctive

approaches to studying social network analysis. The sociocentric approach focuses on

an entire network, gathering information on behaviour ancl status of inclividuals

an<j

their relationship within a gïoup (i.e. the network). The egocentric approacþ focuses
more on the individual, as the centre of the nefworþ using such research techniques as
recording a life history.
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schola¡s from the social sciences, such as Jacob L. Moreno, in1-luencecl the stucly

of the whole network, or sociocentric approach. Moreno was a psychotherapist who
developed sociometry

in the 1930s ancl the sociogram, a visual

relationships between individuals

representation of

in the form of configurations,

exploring such

concePts of reciprocity among friends and making the identification of social
leaders

easier. Graphing social networks has now become cent¡al to the stutly of networks. A
fundamental aspect of this thesis will be providing useful visual representations, with
descriptive explanations and evidence, to assist in understanding the child aclvocacy
network.

Among the eariy investigations

studies. During the

in

network analysis were anthroporogical

1950s, anthroporogicar resea¡chers

from the university of

Manchester in the united Kingdom, commonly referrecl to as ,,The Ma.chester
school,,,
began to explore social network analysis. Notable among these researche¡s was
J. Clyde

Mitchell who defines social networks

as:

...a specific set of linkages aüìong a defined set of persons with the
additional property that the characteristics of their rinkages as a whole
may be used to interpret the social behaviour of the peisons involved
(1,969:2).

Mitchell traveled to Africa and began to map relationships between householcis and
individuals in villages. He provided social network characte¡istics that can be useful in
understanding the function and form of social .etworks. social networks incorporate

two

characteristics: st¡uctural

and interactional

components.

The

strucrural
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components, which help one unclerstand the shape

of a network, are

anchorage,

reachability, density and range. The interactional components, which help one
understand the interaction within the network, are content, directedness, durability,

intensity, rnultidimensionality and frequency. The components as discussed by
Mitchell (1969)

are easily adapted to the

study nodal networks.

Sociai network analysis has been adopted by researchers ìn a variety of social
sciences

that includes anthropology, sociology and social psychology. The study of

netwo¡ks was labour intensive until the invention of computers in the 1970s, which

allowed larger and more complex networks to be studied with more precision.
Developments, such as globalization, readily affordable and accessible travel, and new
technology have changed how networks are studied. In fact, interest in social network
analysis boomed starting around 1990, with the exact reason still unknown (Carrington,
Scott and Wasserman, 2005:1).

The main focus of network analysis is the study of how and why the differ.ent

points, or nodes, within a network are connected and the mapping of patterns.
Networks are a series of co¡nected nodes and a significant point, or node, would be
designated by numerous connections

to outlying points. This significant, or

alpha

node, would have notable connections with secondary, or beta, nodes (Mitchell,
7969:58-6I), similar to the super structulal nodes of nodal governance (Shearing, Burris

and Drahos, 2005:38). The more connections, or connectivity, between two given points
means the conlection is strong and simiiarly, the lesser the number of connections
means the link is weaker (Wasserman & Fatst,1994; Wellman and Berkowitz, 1988).
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Figure 3ø. Elementøry Nodal Frøntework

Conceptually, a social netwo¡k is like a spider web made of interconnected nocles with

no perceivabie beginning or encling. Just as there are alpha individuals in a social
network, there are alpha nodes with increased iinks to other nodes, or nodes with
clusters of

links. The strength of the connections in

a cluster are essential in a strong

network, but the weak links are also important because they connect several clusters
together (Granovetter,1983)

.

Granovetter hypothesized that there is surprising skength

to be found in multiple weak ties.
The network can be a multi-layered network, demonstrating connectivity. In the
case of child advocacy groups, such a network would be indicative of possible alliances.

Network analysis is not only applicable to the study of individuals, but also of
institutions or social entities, "[m]uch of this interest [in social networks] can be
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athibuted to the appealing focus of social netwo¡k analysis on rerationships among
social entities, and on the patterns and implications of these relationships,, (wasserman

and Faust, 1994:3). The connections, patterns ancl implications of the relationships of
social network analysis a1l relate to similar themes examined in the discussio¡ of nodai
governance theory in this thesis.

Netwo¡ks are the predominant structure of modern society with the rapici
development of information technology according to Manuel Castells (2000) antl he has
even gone so far as to use the term, network society. \Arhat we can learn from this
concept is that outside of nodal governance theory, the significance and prevalence of

networks is recognized. To further expand the definition of networks ancl strengthen

the link between the methodology of network analysis ancl the theory of nodal
governance, Castells' definitions of a network and nodes, shoultl be considered:

A netwo'k is a set of ìntercon'ected nodes. A node is the point at whicl-r a
culve intersects itself. \Alhat a node is, concretely speaking, depends on
the kind of concrete networks of which we speak. [...] They are ielevision
systems, entertainment studios, computer graphics milieux, news teams,
and mobile devices generating, tra.smitting, and receiving signals in the
global network of cultural expression and public oplnion in the
Information Age (2000:501).

He goes on to discuss how networks can grow without restrictions, as long as nodes
share similar "communication codes" (discourse) anci are essentially open. Networks
are highìy compatible with rapidly changing parts of the

concept discussed

world. castells reinforces the

in nodal governance theory that networks can

agents who hold power (2000:507).

In the information

age,

shape culture and

with the capacity for
JI

constant, nearly immediate cornmunication, networks can môve at a faster pace.

I'the

case of groups combaiing child sexual exploitation, clistance and time
are no longer the

boundaries they once were. The same technology that allows olfentlers to colnect,
also
enables the would-be problem solvers to connect, form .etworks, shar.e resources
and

ideas. If we believe that society has fundamentally changecl to incorporate networks,
then the argument that governance is a responsibility that can be, ancl sometimes
must
be, shared between nodes is logicar. An<1 consequentry, the importance castels
praces
on the flow of information, or alternatively knowledge as discussed by gover.mentality
and nodal governance theorists, is compatible with the goars of this thesis.
Recognizing that

it it is not surprising

'etworks

are transforming society ancl governance as we know

that the connection between networks and noclal gover¡ance is

beginning to be explored. significantly, as notecl earrier, Benoît Dupont in particular
(Dupont 2004 and 2006; wood and Dupont, 2006) has delvecl into the study of security
networks using nodal Sovernance as theoretical framework. As the face of the state
has
changed with the decentralization of power, so has the structure of networks
from more

vertical and hiera¡chical to more horizontal, with power shared amongst numerous
nodes (Castells, 2000; Dupont, 2004; Johnston and shearing, 2003; shearing ancl
wood,
2000; wellman,

1999)'

The nature of networks in contemporary times, incrudi.g the

child advocacy networks, is that they are heterogeneous srructures that are in constant

flux.

As governance e'olves, so must the methodorogy designed to stu<1y

analysis offers the potential

of

developing

a

it.

Network

greater understancling governance

networks.
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3.2

Direct ønil lnilirect Support
Although this thesis is not an historical investigatiory I believe it is inlportant to

unclerstand the context within r,r'hich child advocacy groups have de'eloped, especially

in relation to funding. Rest¡ictions on law enforcement agencies are part of advancecl
liberalism in Canada, and other western socio-democratic countries which are seeing

a

vast restructuring and downsizing of the welfare state (Lippert,2005; llcan and Basok,
2004). The direction of funding/financial support to child advocacy groups indicates

that the state or private industry is supporting their activities in governmentarity.
Therefore, throughout this work, evidence of funding

will be used to i.dicate support

for child advocacy groups from the state and private sector.

Also,

it is my opinion that funding is a concrete indicator of the existence of a

responsibilisation strategy. The state can funcl non-state notles, thus maintaining

a

certain level of power over them, but still does not take on the risk or overall cost.
Funding of child advocacy groups by the state would be an example of explicit/direct
support, but groups can also receive implicit/indirect support. An exampie of direct
support stâte funding is when child Find Manitoba received a total of $53000 at the
federal level and $72000 f¡om the provinciar government to run the

p ot project of

cybertip.ca (Industry canada, 2002). However, direct support does not have to be
monetary. For example, it can also take the form of non-monetary government support,
as

for instance, when numerous government press releases are issued ir"r support of

child advocacy group. Indirect support is more complicated ancl can be as simple

a

as the

state not interfering in the activities of child advocacy gïoups. In the case of vigilante
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grouPs, if their activities could potentially be <leemed illegal or in violation of offender,s

civil libe¡ties, then if the state does not stop their action, it could be construecl

as

indirect support.
Present knowledge

of the chird advocacy .etworks is incomprete or simply

lacking. I4¡hat has previously gone unarticulated or been accepted

as

fact should not be

blindly accepted, therefore, the current perception and conventionar knowledge about
these nodes and networks needs to be reconceptualisecl.

3.2

ComparøbleMethodologicøIResearclt
The work of Randy Lipperr (2002) and Benoîr Dupont (2003; 2004;2006) provide

imPortant methodological frames of reference for this thesis clemonstrating that
a body
of comparable research exists. The thesis will built upon the methodological foundation
these researchers started. Randy Lippert (2002) conducted a comprehensive
study of

Canadian crime stoppers programs. By using the qualitative methotls
analysis and personal interviews, Lippert was able to reaci

of

textual

.ew meaning into their

motivations and techniques of governance. He examined how the techniques of
governance/ which included promotions, anonymity and a

multilevei rewarc{

system,

where all interconnected and how the internal structure of Crime Stoppers functionecl.

A strength of Lippert's work is his ability to build a clear picture of Crime stoppers,
stafus in the over arching governance of security, as a network of non-state nodes,
with

connections/partnerships to other Crime stopper organizations of various levels, and
state nodes. He discusses the complex network from local community boards
to an
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international overarching organizatior¡ with attention paid to the close connections

with iaw enforcement

agencies and private corporations. The Crime Stoppers

programs studied by Lippert share many commonalties with the child advocacy groups

investigated in this thesis. Both are international and consist of mainly autonomous
nodes, however, they still maintain corurections with other nodes. Lippert breaks down
the geographic iocations and hierarchical nature of Crime Stoppers programs, including

their status as a charitable organization.

Using Lippert's work as

a

model, this thesis examines evidence

of

the

partnerships built between child advocacy groups, state representatives and private

corporations. Lippert used interviews in conjunction with information in the publìc
domain, but for the purposes of this thesis it was decided to concentrate on publicly
available information as a data

source. At the beginning of the data collection, it was

my intention to compile an exhaustive descriptive

database recording detailed

information on all child advocacy groups. However, during data collection the choice

of this approach was reconsidered and I decided to alter my research approach. It
became apParent that

it was not feasible to collect all ¡elevant information using public

info¡mation. The sheer mass of information and scale of the network called for
delimitation of information to be presented and that is one of the reasons for focusing
on the child advocacy network in Manitoba as a subgroup of the larger networks.

It was also determined that a theoretical framework and discussion has to be laid
before more multifaceted research can be conducted. To complete a comprehensive

database

with descriptive and statisticai i¡formation (e.g. board members and
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partnerships with other groups), it would be more practical to work in conjunction with

groups themselves, as

will be suggested for future research. A cautionary note for

future ¡esearchers is that some resistance from child advocacy groups could

be

encountered. In similar circumstances, Ross Hastings (2006:10) documented resistance

to change in the youth criminal justice system and suspicion of evaluation

because

consequences of the findings might lead to undesirable changes affecting funding.

ü/hen dealing with textual analysis, Lippert examined external source material
that inciuded newspapers, periodical articles, legal rulings and charitable status returns.

Also recognizing the importance of internal material, he examined Crime Stoppers,
websites, press releases, newsletters, promotional pamphlets, trainìng videos and
operational manuals (Lipper! 2002:478). It should also be noted that Lippert examined

similar material for partners of Crime stoppers. Lippert began his analysis of Crime
Stoppers promotions by accessing their public websites and he acknowledges this was

an inexpensive method (2002:478 and 498). Similarly, this thesis started preliminary

data collection using child advocacy group/s websites in the public domairy with
additional data collection from

a

variety of public sources.

Another aspect of Lipperls study well suited to this thesis was his ability to
¡ethink the techniques of governance employed by Crime stoppers and his examination

of discourse. For example, Lippert re-evaluated the purpose of Crime Stoppers
promotions such as the "crime of the week" adve¡tisements (2002:429). The obvious
explanation is that such advertisements publicize a c¡ime and promote the potential

reward money for information leading to solving of the crime. However, Lippert

.1/

exposed the underlying ideological motivations and inluences of partnerships. How

Crime Stoppers is packaging crime and the response they would like to see from the
community is part of the discourse. By examining the message behincl promotions,

Lippert is exposing the discourse and knowledge useti by crime stoppers. using

similar means, this thesis also examines materials that reveal indìcations of the
discourse and knowledge used by child advocacy gÌoups. For instance, by looking at

how these groups present the social problem of child sexual exploitation and package
themselves is meaningful. Another significant part of Lìpperfs work for this thesis is

his finding that C¡ime Stoppers discourse targets and attempts to influence the citizen,

or

average mernber

of society

encourage the average citizen

(2002:494-495). playing

to

become more

on their fear,

promotions

vigilant. This is an example

of

governÍnent at a distance and government of the self. Responsibilisation among other

things involves the way in which the state, or a gïoup seeking to govern others,
encourages self-surveillance. Responsibility is ailocated to the individual, rather than a

larger

entity.

Embedding policing into the world a¡ound us is one way to ensure

a

more effective form of governing, with lower costs to society and the state as a whole.

This strategy of governance documented by Lippert mirrors the responsibilisation in
the child advocacy network discussed in this thesis-

Comparabie research has also been conducted on governance

a.d

networks,

with notable work compieted by Benoît Dupont (2003;2004;2006) on security networks.
Following the events of september 11ù the face of security has forever changed and
Dupont (2006) examines how urban security is transforming, now increasingly being
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managed and delivered through networks. He demonstrates that networks are ciense,

constantly changing and difficult to study. In one example, he ciiscusses how trust and

reciprocity are necessary amongst the numerous players in an urba. security network

to govern public spaces, such as a public transportation subway station located in

a

university prone to civil protests (Dupont, 2006:"17g). Although Dupont used interviews

for data collection, his presentation of findings and knowledge of netwo¡ks is highly
applicable to this thesis. Duponls work also offers a model for future research
into the

child advocacy network.

From a methodological perspective, the review of these recent ancl ¡elevant
studies established that networks connect groups an<i how to gather eviclence of these

connections. This thesis will now present in a narrative fashion how child advocacy
nodes and networks can be reconceptualised,

with examples

usecl

to augment this

reasoning.
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Chøpter 4 - RECONCEPTIIALIZING NODES,AND

^IETI4IORKS

Child advocacy networks are not segregated from other networks or society.
Tl'rese nodes and networks are not defined solely on their relation to the state, but a¡e

also influenced by relations to each other. Mutual needs, shared pressures and common
goals unite child advocacy groups, but scarce resources can create competition amongst

nodes. These networks can be influenced f¡om unexpected sources. It is a complex
system

of structures and processes that share power. Networks are shaped

discourse, the actions

by

of individuals, collective action, events or even geo-political

spaces. Child advocacy groups attempt to speak for vulnerable populatìons that cannot

speak

for themselves. child advocacy networks exist at iocal ancl global

continuously adapting and changing. Members

in

levels,

tl'ìe networks share the same

overarching goal, which is to eliminate, or manage, the sexual exploitation of children.

However, the way in which they are setting out to achieve this goal varies greatly
between the groups. Child advocacy networks are not an egalitarian structure, but
rather ref-lect the elitist nature of other social institutions. Elite groups and members of
these groups continue to have specialized knowledge and privileged access to agents in

power. Many child advocacy networks are globai networks, but can have strong roots
and connections in the western world, having adopted an overwhelming western
socio-clemoc¡a tic

d

iscourse.

It is important to recognize that the networks

have both strengths and

weaknesses. F{owever, these networks would not exist if they ttid not benefit all of the
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groups involved to some extent. some benefits include legitimacy and the ability to
share both knowledge and resources. Themes were revealecl

in the analysis of my

study that speaks to the strengths, weaknesses and adaptability of these networks. The

child advocacy network has been able to simultaneously address this social problem at

both macro (global and national) and micro (regional and municipal) levels. The
networks are not static, but rather are fluid and constantly adapting. Although there
are core nodes present

in the network that provide needed stability and consistency,

fringe groups exist. Activities of any given group can reveal how their perspective on
combating child sexual exploitation differs from other groups in the network. Groups
can be categorized on a theoretical continuum of frontiine (reactive) verses strâtegy
(proactive) groups. In the larger framework and puzzle of how to combat child sexual
exploitation, each of these pieces is vital and complimentary.

while the networks are always active, crisis events (e.g. the kidnapping or death
of a child) generate a temporary expansion of the network to include individuals who

would not normally be involved and these transitory members can motivate the
creation of new child advocacy groups and mechanisms of governance. The network is
not a cohesive entity that can easily be described. Connections between groups are both

institutional and interpersonal, with power not obviously held by a small group of

individuals. However, the influence of charismatic leadership is uncjeniable and has
origins in crisis events or personal tragedies. The simila¡ characteristics sharecl by chiid
advocacy groups allows for the construction of spheres, as seen in the

network. The

creation of these typologies does not assume that all child advocacy groups are the
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same, but rather that the similarities are strong enough to make realistic assumptions

about certain commonalities.

Groups would not be able to combat the sexual exploitation of children in the
most tirnely and efficient manner without making use of the relationships made in these

networks. Child advocacy groups often provide the groundwork in combating chiid
sexual exploitation, but must work with law en:forcement agencies to follow through

with individual cases. Principally, child advocacy groups do not have the authority to
follow through with seeing that justice is done. If they do, then they are classified

as

vigilante groups, who redefine justice on a personalized level. The contradictions
evident in the child advocacv networks are another feature that makes them worthy of
studv.

4.1

Dizsisions in Child Adz:ocøcy Netzoorks

Features found

in the child advocacy networþ include

süategic long/term

relationships and formal/informal collaborations between legally independent groups

of varying size, fostering interdependence which leads to the integration

of

responsibilities, expectations, reputations and shared interests (Larson, 1992). power is

shared among different nodes and clusters
decentralized,

or multi-cent¡ed.

of

nodes, making the networks

Because these nodes are

not formally integrated,

membership in it is not restricted. However, certain formalized groups that bridge ties
between other groups do require fo¡malized memberships (e.g. ECPAT International).
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However, "markets" (e.g. service delivery) can become saturated, thus potentially

limiting the power of groups, especially new ones. These networks exhibit both
intensive and expansive characteristics. In the interio¡ of networks are an intensive, or

tight, selective web of nodes that are strongly connected. on the edges of these
intensive networks, are the expansive networks with more nodes that are often
connected to the central nodes with loose con¡ections or unidirectionally (one-sicled or

non-reciprocal). Although groups can share a 1ot of similarities, I must reiterate that
these networks are heterogeneous.

Although this thesis has not chosen to rnap the entirety of global child advocacy
networks, reviewing a limited section poltraying both state and non-state nodes is

useful. The section of the network shown in Figure 4a. radiates from ECpAT
International, a child advocacy network in itself with seventy-three groups in sixtyseven countries. (ECPAT, 2007). To restrict the size for analysis, only canadian and

American member organizations: Beyond Borders, ECPAT usA, and sister offering
support (sos) where shown, with all their groups being interconnected because of their
membership in ECPAT International. The relationship between ECPAT Inte¡national

as a coordinating body

with its affiliated nodes would be reciprocal and

although undoubtedly the strength of relationship would

strong,

vary. The canadian and

American nodes are in turn connected to the respective national NGo's who have taken
on the responsibility for collecting reports of child sexual exploitation, Cybertip.ca and

the Nafional center for Missing and Exploited children. Both canadian nodes,
cybertip.ca and Beyond Borders, are connected to The National Child Exploitation
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coordination centre (NCECC), a Canadian national node that is heavily connected to
the Royal Canaclian Mounted Police (RCMp) and the federal Government of Canada
(The National Child Exploitation Coordination Centre,

200\. A| of the national law

enforcement agencies and the international node, INTERpOL, are connected through
the shared membership in Virtual Global Taskforce and joint efforts to fight child sexual

exploitatìon. (virtual Global raskforce, 2007). Thìs section of the child advocacy network
demonstrates the reciprocal and indispensable partnerships between law enJorcement
agencies and child advocacy groups. The intentionally incomplete network in Figure 4a

could be expanded by mapping the connections from each of the nodes.

of

those ties,

some of them would be weak ancl one-sided, such as those groups that promote tiplines

without equal acknowledgment from the tiplines (e.g. attention or links on thei¡
websites).

Eigure 4ø

- Etømple of Nodes Connecteil in the Chilil Attaocøcy Networks

Conceptually, within the

ch d advocacy network, ch d advocacy groups can be

categorized based on the scale o¡ level of governing they oversee, namely regional,

naiional or i.ternational. Tl-re triangular shape of Figure 4b. does not reflect any
hierarchical nature of the networks, but rather that there are more regional groups than
the other two levels. Groups can range from small community based groups
with very

Iittle external resources, to large inte¡national groups with budgets in the millions of
dollars and extensive staff. while a child aclvocacy group can be classified as any one
of
those three, they can also be simultaneously categorizecl as either a frontline or
strategic

group.

Figure 4b. conceptual Model of Diaisions in the Chilil Ailztocacy Netznorks
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As these groups are diverse, the frontrine and strategic group classification
more
realistically can be concepfuarized as a continuum, rather the two
categories with clear-

cui distinctions. As Figure 4b. clemonsLrates, with a murtileveled continuum
of how
child advocacy groups can be crassified. Each of trre quadrants represents
the different
focus and level of child advocacy group activities ancr/or organizational
forms. Fo¡
example, a community-based group trrat dears directly with
mar.ginarized street youth

working in prostitution would be pracecr on the bottom reft of this diagram.
whereas
an internatioÌ'ral lobby group that has very littre or no direct contact
with ch dren
would fall into the upper right quadrant.
Figure 4c.

- Possibilities for orgønizational Êorms of chihr Aitaocacy Groups
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Frontline groups primarily focus on providing service delivery. Groups that
provide serwice delivery have to be r¡ore strrrctured, regardless of overall size, in order
to provide the needed stability to suppÕrt these activities. Anotlrer division within the
networks is how groups can limit their service delivery. Restrictions can be constructed
based on if the group provides specialized services based on types of victimization (e.g.

those who provide emergency services to children who are prostituted vs. long term

counselling for victims of familial sexual abuse) or even age of those whom services are

provided

to.

Additional rest¡ictions can be based on geography, as child aclvocacy

groups restrict the majority
provinces/ states, national

of their activities cent¡ed in

local regions/cities,

or international geography. The groups who

restrict

activities to local regions or cities are often frontline service orientated. By this, I mean
that many groups have a deep-rooted history in a specific local region or city. some of
these groups have histories of child welfare service provision pre-dating established
state child welfare, which has expanded to include children who are victims of child
sexual exploitation. One example of this is the Macdonald Youth Services organization

in winnipeg,

as

we will learn about in more detail in a proceeding chapter of this thesis,

which examines the child advocacy network in Manitoba.
The frontline work of child advocacy groups can include targeting marginalized

youth who can be homeless and involved in drug abuse, prostitution and/or criminal

activities. These groups are not necessarily ìmmediately thought of as groups to be
included in these networks because of their wo¡k with marginalized youth at risk, not
focusing solely on victims of sexual exploitation. However, these groups provide
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important reactive services that include emergency housing, food ancl out¡each staff
that work with youth.r Because these groups are involvecl in frontline work and often
short term, reactive solutions, they can be termed Frontline Groups. These groups are

more likely to be found in urban areas because this is where there are more your-ìg
people at risk and in need of their services. strategy Groups are groups that are more

proactive and long term

in their approacl-r to combating child sexual

exploitation,

invoived in lobbying for policy change, public awareness and education of chilc{ren.
The divisions within the network, on the most basic level, can be based on how

they redefine the problem and possible solutions. The combined efforts of both the

frontline and strategic groups ensure that there is a continuum of se¡vice delivery and
both proactive f rcactive solutions in play. Some groups can manifest characteristics ol

both labels, such as the COPINE project which operated a victim lclentification
Program (vIP). The victim Identification Program attempted to identify current ancl
previous victims of child sexual exploitation in child pornography they archived. The
significance of this project

will be discussed in more detail in a later

chapter as an

example of the work of an academic node. The¡e is no doubt that children must be
removed from situations threatening their safety and freedom, but it is vital that there
be shategies in place to deal
r

with the aftermath and long terms effects. As some male

Examples of frontline groups/program include:

Sft'eeÍ Teqnls / S¡de Door, Calgaty Boys and Girls Club in Canada targets you1h, including those who are sexually
exploited by prostitution emergency servjces such as shelter, food, clothing and basic hygiene. Retrieved February

I3,2007, Íìom

http://www.calgaryboysandgirlsclub.ca./index.php?option=com-content&task=view&id=32&lte¡nid:,16

Prcsfilltlion Alternatfues Counseling Edtrcation (PACE) Socle¡, in yun.ouua., aanada takes out a van every
evening to known areas worked by prostitutes, including young people, thus réaching out to those who rnigút be
contacted other}vise. Retrieved February 13,2007, ftom http://www.pace-society.ca
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victims of child sexual exploitation can become offenders themselves (Briggs,

7995),

treating a victim of child sexual abuse could potentiallv lessen the chances of that bov
growing up to be an abuser.

As previously discussed, divisions within the child advocacy network are not

only based on areâs of focus. While it is possible that chilci advocacv groups can
function without links to other groups, this cloes not mean it is not part of the network.
Even if groups (e.g. vigilante or rerigious groups) operate on the fringe of the network,

it is not an anomaly, but rather the isolation of specific nodes is significant in itself. And
those groups, which may seem isolated from other groups, may

i.

fact just be divided

from thc larger networks basecl on geography and constructe<i jurisclictions. Microgovernance arrangements within the networks are evident and corresponclingly, ther.e
has also been work done on local security networks, which shows that, ,,Local security

networks act as information exchanges on local crime problems and on the ¡esources
that can be mobilized to solve them. They rely on local knowledge antl solutions that
t¡anscend institutional boundalies" (Dupont, 2004:79). one of the transformations in
the clúld advocacy network has seen the institutionalization of many groups, which can

ove¡shadow the grassroots work of local groups. one adaptive stlategy, organizational
segmentation,

will now be examined

as a way

in which some challenges facing child

advocacy groups may be overcome.
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advocacy groups are

not isorated from other groups or

networks.

Although some groups are dedicated sorery to cornbating ch cl sexual exproitation,
I

include groups who, eve' in a limitetl capacity, attempt to combat crr d sexuar
exploitation in the definition of child advocacy groups. Networks are heterogeneous
structures, const¡ucted

of instifutions that can even further be

segmentecl (Castells,

2000:11). some groups dedicate onry segments of thei¡ organizations
ancr resources to

combating child sexual exploitation, while the remainder of their resources are
directetl

to fortify other efforts. Groups who devote their time ancl resources to combati.g
injustices based on gender, age, ethnicity, rerigion ancl other groups mar.ginalized
for
such reasons as poverty, substance abuse or sexual orientation. some
of these groups

have multiple interesis that overlap. one American exampre, but applicable

in

the

Canadian context because of their attention to Canatlian Mormon polygamists,
is the
Tapestry Against Polygamy group (Dawson,2001). Its focus is encling the
practise of

polygamy and injustices against women and children in certain sects of the Mormon

community, but its members have contributed

to the fight against child

sexual

exploitation (Tapeshy Against porygamy,2002). \Atrile this group fighrs againsr
child
sexual exploitation, its aim is to assist victims of fundame.talist polygamous
Mormon

groups/ which is a

'ery

specific group to target. without the aid of networks to connect

specialized groups like this to other nodes, they would potentìally become
alienatecl or
isolated.
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One danger facing groups that are specialized

in

combating child sexual

exploitation is that the netwo¡k coulcl potentially become isolatecl
f¡om other networks.

A benefit of organizatio.al

segmentation is that speciarizecl ch

d

advocacy groups

connected to them gain ties to other more diversified nocles
ancl networks. Even if these

connections are weak, they act as,,briclging,, ties (Granovetter,
1983). Weak links,

which can manifest as casual acquaintance, can be much more
easily manifested and
maintained in contemporary society. Many nodes in these

'etwo¡ks

are connected by

weak links. Maintaining strong connections between
groups requires the investment of

time, hust and resources. The cost of maintaining too many
strong ties woulcl be

prohibitive. weak ties can be maintai.ed with activities such
as phone ca s, ema

s

and/or in-person contact at meetings or co.fe¡ences. However,
minimar investment in
maintaining weak ties mea.s that any ch d advocacy group
has those ties to draw
upon if it needs them.

organizational segmentation can be seen as a defensive sÍategy
of governance

that protects larger institutionar nodes. Estabrisrred, institutional
nodes risk their
reputation and resources by investing time in fighting a
new or cont¡oversiar sociar

problem. Combating ch d sexuai expioitation has its own risks
because although it is
most definitely a worthwhile cause, it is weighed with negative
connotations. simpry

put, fighting child sexuar exproitation is not a " feel

goo<1" cause,

which means groups

can face difficulties because the generar public does not
want to confro.t the issue. one

defensive benefit of segmentation as a strategy of governance
can be demonstrated by

using the analogy of a sprawri.g computer network. within
an internai computer
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network, sections of the network can be segmented off using firewalls, which
are
elect¡onic security measures. while each segment of the syste'-r remains
con¡ected to
the overall network, segmentation wourcl contain any tramage, or external
attack, to that
segment and not compromise the ove¡alr security of the network. Appriecl
to groups

and the child advocacy network, rarger organizations such as the National Center
for
Missing and Exploited children or UNICEF, can make use of segmentaiion. r'iprines

are an example of segmentation where an entity is createcÌ that is tiecl
organization that created it, but

to

the

it still ¡naintains a certain level of separate identity.

organizational segmentation does not necessarily mean that there has to be a.other

sub-unit created within the organization

to

specifically <ieal

with chilci sexual

expioitation, although that can be one manifestation. organizatìonal segmentation
can

apply to a specialized awareness campaign, project or even a significant report
produced by a

group'

Therefore, organizationar segmentation can be either rong or

short term, with each stategy having its own advantages.

segmented groups are not necessarily on the periphery of the network because
the activities of an influential and well funded institutional group that ciedicates
part of

its effo¡ts to combating child sexuar exploitation courd be just as effective, if not
mo¡e
so, than groups who specialize in combating one form of sexual exploitation
of children.

These groups are drawn together by the shared conunorì denominato¡
of combating

child sexual exploitation. Many

we

known groups work to improve the situation of

children in general, trying to see that they receive atiequate food, shelter,
education,
health care and protection against dangers inclur-ling warfare and sexual
exploitatio'
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(e.g' UNICEF or World Vision). \Alhile combating child sexual exploitation is a smaller

part of their overaii mandate, being a smaller part o{ a larger picture can have benefits.
The arrangement of the netrvork in this manner has the benefit of inundating this social

problem from a variety of different avenues, leading to a concent¡ation of efforts,

as

illustrated in the overlap present in Figure 4d.

Figure 4il.

-

Visual Representøtion of Netu-nrk Segmentation

A. Groups Focused on Marginalized Populations
B, Gender Focused Groups

c. Ethnicity Focused Groups
D.

Child Rights Groups

The overlap of these groups creates an intense and concent¡ated focus on this

social problem. Attention is brought to child sexual exploitation from groups and
spheres where

it might not seem obvious attention would come from.

Even though

some SrouPs may only devote a smaller part of their overall efforts to fight child sexuai

exploitatiorç the combined efforts between nodes and resulting intense concentration
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from these diverse groups, can have a magnifying effect. This heterogeneity

can

provide stability, balance and compensate for limitations within the networks. where
one group has a weakness, another gïoup may a have corresponding strength. Ther.e is

also greater âccess to varied information and resources. As it has been outlined, there
are definite advantages to organizational segmentation, but

it speaks to an aclaptation

in governance. child sexuai exploitation is a topic that is difficult to discuss simply
because it is so disturbing. Segmentâtion could be an unintended adaptation within the

networks to mask the negative impact of this social problem. I must emphasize that
this is not an intentìonal deception, but rather an adaptive strategy.

on a global level, by improvi.g the life

chances of chilclrery these groups are

reducing the number of potential r¡ictims for abusers, especially concerning child

prostitution. Additionally, there are concerted efforts to make public space in thirci
world countries unwelcoming to abusers, even though the monetary and secondary
proceeds to local hotels and entertainment can be substantial

(Childsafe Carnbodia, 2007). This

in these comrnunities

is anothe¡ example of making publìc

unwelcoming and potentiai victims unresponsive.

A

spaces

criticism of this strategy of

governance, both in Western and non-Western countries, is that it just pushes this social

problem into private spaces. This may be true, but other aspects of responsibilisation,
including self-responsibiiisatiory are seen in additional strategies of governa¡ce of child
advocacy groups.

Following the wo¡k of Benoît Dupont (2006) dealing with security

'etworks,

it is

reasonable to Presume that child advocacy networks also manifests similar structures.
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Dupont (2006:767) desc¡ibes how boundaries between nocles can be blu¡red ancl
singular large node can be termed a network when

it

reaches a certain

a

size. \4/trile

Dupont uses the example of united states Department of Homeland security, I would
consider the size and global scope of UNICEF comparable. This orga.ization is an
international NGo that is an important node in the child advocacy network and a
brief
overview can provide sense of its bridging capability and global impact.

UNICEF

is dedicated to improving the lives of chilciren and has severar

initiatives that deal with the sexual exploitation of children. In its campaign to end the
commercial sexuai exploitation
closely

of children,

representatives

with ECPAT to initiate the Code of Contluct for

sexunl Exploitation

in

Traoel nnd

responsiblise the tourist industry

with uNICEF worked

Íhe Protectiott

of Children front

rourisnt. This was an attempt to govern

in countries that cater to westerners who

and

come to

sexually exploit child prostitutes (UNICEF, 2006). UNICEF also has connections to
regional groups in Indonesia f¡om its 200b p ot awareness campaigns regarding ch
d
sexual exploitation. UNICEF tapped into a rocar, regional cruster because

',.

..

[t]he

projects helped build the capacities of parents, community leaders, law enforcement
officials, policy makers and service providers to protect children,, (UNICEF, 2006). The

importance of conferences is demonst¡ated again when uNICEF supported both
technically and financially, a National child pornography Conference during May
2005

in south Af¡ica, which led to the adoption of an Action plan for the Elimination of Chiid
Pornography (UNICEF, 2006).
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A large organization like UNICEF has
has to be selective in how it alocates them.

access to significant resources, but

only

a sma1l

it still

portio. of uNICEF's attention,

resources and time goes to lighting child sexual exploitation. As
noted above, activities

that might not seem to be directly rinked to sexual exploitation, or
onry minimany, can
have a big impact as a proactive strategy of governance. For ìnstance,
uNICEI. works

with children living with AIDS, advocates against female genital mutilation,
and helps
supply the basics such as food, sherter ancl medical attention, which also
improves life
chances. Its efforts to increase the education and life chances of girls
in third world
countries means they are less rikely to be forced o¡ sold into child
marriage or

ch d

prostitution (united Nations child¡en's Fu.d, 2005:12-13). Early marriage
leads to
pregnancy at a very young age, which can cause early mortality.
Chiltl marriage falls

ìnto the scope of child sexuar exproitation because according to the western
democratic discourse, a

socio_

ch d racks cognitive, and therefore regar capacity to consent to

marriage o¡ sexual intercourse.

One of the most important strategies of governance used by child advocacy

groups is their ability to fight the silence and secrecy surrounding ch

d

sexuar

exploitation' children go missing arl over the world, in western and third
worrd
counfries, without people looking for them. There are arways the
highly publicized
cases

of child abductioru but countless children are missed and exploited without
being

looked for or helped. I4ihile there are regionar and nationar

ch d advocacy groups in

western countries combating this, other parts of the wo¡ld are not so
fo¡tunate.
UNICEF recognizes this need and states, ". ..
[t]racking cases of sexuar abuse, of arrests,
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or of disappearances of girls or boys is essential since sexual exploitation often thrives

on secrecy" (UNICEF, 2006). Therefore, one of the important goals of uNICEF

is

aiiempting to equalize governance between Western countries and other count¡ies with
less developed security structures. This is also an example of how western NGos
are

attempting to make their western socio-democ¡atic discourse, with its ideals, the
dominant discourse in other parts of the worlcl. when

it

comes to the protection of

children' the¡e is no mediation between competing discourses. There is no de.ying that
this strategy of governance is ethnocentric, but

it

clemonstrates again a theme of the

dominant discou¡se of the child advocacy network, that when it comes to the protection

of children from sexual exploitation, there is very little or no compromise. child
advocacy groups are only one type of node

in the child advocacy networks. Their

relation to the other spheres of governing child sexual exploitation is essential to
achieving a comprehensive understanding of the networks combating child sexual
exploitation.
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Chapter 5 - sPrrERËs oF GOVERNTNG IN )HILD

ADvocACv NETWORKS

Governing against child sexual exproitation is the responsibìlity and domain of

a

variety of nodes and netwo¡ks. we have witnessed a transformation in gover.ance

with the expansion of governing child sexuar exploitation beyoncl the

dyadic

relationship of the offender and law enforcement agent. Law e'forcement agencies
are

only apprehending a small percentage of offenders, many of them by chance, by stings
or simply because the ones that fall into their traps âre new or

ill prepared users. Law

enforcement agencies are also under fundeci, unde¡ staffed and

ill equipped in many

countries in comparison to many offenders who are seemingly one step ahead
of them.

other nodes and networks formed to partially govern chilcl sexuai exploitation whe.
the state failed to regulate this social problem effectively. Witl-rin the chiltl advocacy

.etwork, distinctive spheres of governing have developed. In this chapter, diffe¡ent
spheres of governing

will

be reviewed and their impact on the fight agai.st child sexual

exploitation explored.

In figure 5a. offenders are at the cent¡e of pressures from various spheres of
governance. In the haditional sense, they face pressures from state officials, politicians
and law enforcement agencies. But the true nodai nature of the networks becomes

apparent when one considers the other spheres

of governance. child

sexual

exploitation is combated by the technology inciustry in the form of the larger support
of
Internet service Providers, but also the more personal contribution of IT personnel and

hardware/software technicians who can turn in offenders

if iliegal material

such as
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child pornography is discovered by them. Child caregivers as adults responsible for
children (e.g. parents, teachers and social workers) supervise children making the
children less likely to fall victim to child luring. The individuals in this sphere educate
children against the dangers of offenders, making them less vulnerabie targets. Not

a1l

of these spheres of governance identified in this chapter will be discussed in detail
because some are discussed elsewhere

in this thesis, while others are not directlv

applica ble to the discussion.
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Figure 5a.
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Spheres of Goaernment Combøting the SexuøI Exploitøtion of Children
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5.1

The State

As the state and governance has been transformed, the way power is viewed has
aiso changed. It cannot be denied that the state is an institutional authority present in

society that guides the existence of individuals and other institutions and groups.
However, the strength of the state is not necessarily related to the power

it

wields.

Overt government by the state may reassure some citizens, but an alte¡native discourse
sees overt and widespread state government as interference.

with the decline of the

socio-democratic welfare state, a strategy of governance in this hostile environment is a

more reserved approach. As the private sector has strengthened and the business
mociel viewed as successful, competition within the state, such as between departments,
has been introduced. By "governing at a distance" the state can subtly retain authority,

but also benefit financially and politically. By shifting some goveÍnance to non-state
groups, the state can reserve st¡ained resources. In the event of scandal, the state can

shift blame to non-state groups, but the state can also reap the positive benefits when
non-state groups receive public praise. states can continue to govern at a distance with

minimal investment, but receive the rewards of positive public opinion and decreased
responsibility for the social problem. The state is also maintaining a certain level of

power by controlling the funding. With a vast number of child advocacy groups
available to choose from, only those groups that conJorm to the ideals of the state
receive funding. Therefore,

will

if a group wishes to receive funding, the state is ensuring

that there is a certain level of conformity. This is not

a

just system by any means, since

o1

funding is coniingent on cooperating with the state, and this const¡ains the ability of
child ad'ocacy groups to challenge the state. Even when there is a change in policy at
the state level, groups would be forced to conform, or be ìn clanger of losing funding

if

their efforts are not part of the state's "r,ision". However, if chilcl advocacy groups are
aware of this they can at least better resist total state cooptation.

To combat child sexuar exploitation as efficiently as possibie, chir<i advocacy
groups must work with the state. while child advocacy groups can combat the sexual
exploitation of children, they do not have the authority to pursue institutional justice.
If

child advocacy g1'oups pursue "justice" on their owry then they will be classified

as

vigilantes, which are clealt with later in this cl-ìapie¡. Benoît Dupont (200a:77) discusses

how in some instances "state jealousy" in some counfuies has limitecl the growth of

nodal gover.ance in security netwolks.

I

argue that this phenomenon

of

,,state

jealousy" can explain why the state maintains a ce¡tain level of cont¡ol and
power in the

fight against child sexual exploitation. Although chilci advocacy groups rely on private
sources (e.g. volunteer fundraising), many gïoups still rely heavily on funding from
the

state. Additionally, the state still maintains the choice and control over prosecution and

sentencing. The state is the symbolic head of the aggregate groups fighting social
problems,

i.

some instances coordinating and directing the efforts (Kooimary 7993 and.

2003).
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5.2

L

azu Enf o r cement Agenci e s

Although law enforcement agencies are agents of the state, they are often
themselves in conflict with the state. Police departments are fighting for more capital,

at times for teams dedicated to combating the sexual exploitation of children, and can

ally themselves with chiid advocacy groups. In January 2005 Roz probe¡ from Beyond
Borders called for more funding from the Province of Alberta for an integrated unit

consisting of Edmonton city police and members of the RCMp, as exists

in

other

provinces (Cape Breton Post, 2005). she states that the national work of Cybertip.ca

would be ineffective if there were no follow up from law enforcemenf which the
integrated team would provide. Chilcl advocacy groups play an important role in

lobbying the state for more stringent legislation regarding the sexual exploitation of
children. As agents of the state, law enforcement agencies are limited in their capacity

to officiaìly criticise the state. Institutionalized groups have the benefit of stability,
legitimacy and being hubs for resources. wittr their reputation, come the benefits of
privileged access to agents in power and other benefits. In interactions with the state,
such institutionalized groups as national and international NGos have more influence

and input in the public policy process. There is also a benefit for the state, or rather
certain political regimes,

to align themselves with institutio nalized child

advgcacy

groups.
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5.3

Aca¡lemiø

while not directly i.volved in the apprehension of offentrers, the rore of
academics is no less important. They can aci as bridges in the network or intermecliary

in helping the child advocacy groups and law

enforcement agencies understand the

behaviour of offenders. The ¡ole of acaclemic nodes is cent¡al to the flow and

production of knowledge

in this child

advocacy netwo¡k and the evolution of

discourse. In my examination of the chilci advocacy groups, one academic node was
found to have a major presence in the network, the combating paedophile Information
Networks in Europe (COPINE) Projecr.

In

7997, the COPINE project was estabrished

in the Department of Appried

Psychology at the unive¡sity College Cork in lreland. Dr. Max Taylor ancl Dr. Ethel

Quayle spearheaded a number of grounclbreaking projects in the fight against chilcl
sexual exploitation. one of the most significant undertakings of the

copINE project

was the start it made at compiling a reference a¡chive of child pornography (Taylor,
Quayle and Holland, 2001). Collecting these images, the copINE project enableti the
anaiysis of trends in child pornogaphy and activities of offenders. In 2001, the

victim

Identification Project (vIP) was initiated using the archive. Both projects ended in May
2004 and responsibility for the database was t¡ansferred to Interpol

(copINE project,

2007a). This transference of the archive could be seen to cont¡adict the theory that
considers that nation states are intentionally seeking out chìld advocacy groups
to take

increasing responsibility for fighting child sexual exploitation. However,

I

argue by

handing over responsibility for the a¡chive to Interpol and not an indiviclual nation
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state, such as the Republic of Ireland, the COPINE project is distancing itself from the

state ând acknowledging the limitations of the nation state in combating this global
social problem. COPINE's VIP project and archive demonstrates that child advt.racy

groups are capable of starting important and innovative projects. However, it
demonstrates that child advocacy groups have limitations in attempting to combat child

sexual exploitation. As child pornography continued

to rapidly

increase

on

the

Internet as a non-state node, the COPINE project recognized its finite growth and did
not have the capacity to continue to develop the project to its full potential.
This particular node also maintained a certain distance from the general public,

which is different from many other nodes in the network. Other child advocacy groups
depend on the general public for donations and to report tips to their hotlines. The
COPINE project, when it was activcly participating in the database project, gathered the
images directly from newsgroups and worked with law enforcement agencies directly.

They were not reliant on the general public to gather the necessary information,
therefore it was not necessary for them to maintain a high public profile.

The work of the COPINE project has lead to successful international arrests of
sexuai abusers of children (Keane, 2004a). One case in particular demonstrates how
effective the child advocacy groups can be when they work together. Ronald Harold
Young, an American from the stâte of Washingtory was arrested and held for numerous

counts of crimes against children and on suspicion of assauiting six foster children
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uncler his care.2 In March, 2004 the

copINE project was

contacteLl by west Micjlands

in the united Kingdom after arresting an offender in

Police

possession ôver one

hundred child pornography images and asked to itlentify who was uploading the
images to the internet. Using the ima¡;es stored in their database, researchers were able

to provide a report to the west Midlands police about Ronald Harold, including his
aliases, the type of rnaterial he was posting and that there was evìdence thai he was also

producing the images he was posting.
The National Centre for Missing and Exploited Chilcl¡en (NCMEC) ìn the united

states had simultaneously been working on the case since september 2003 after
receiving an arìonymous
images

tip.

The coPINE project sent six hundrecl ancì seventy-five

to the Tacoma Police Department in orcler that possible victims could

be

iclentified. There was urgency to the case because the images postetl by young raied a
level ten (sadistic/ Bestiality: sexual images involving pain or animal) on the scale used

by the COPINE p'oject to assess the images (Taylor, Max, Gemma Holla.d ancl Ethel
Quayle, 2001). The west Midland Police contacted American federal police to get

involved because they were concerned the local police were not acting as quickly

as

they could. It orrly took a total of eight days for young to be arrested after the copINE
project became involved in the case. This case offers a glimpse of how efficiently and

quickly nodes and netwo¡ks are capable of functioning. The original anonymous tip
concerning Young was taken by NCMEC in the united states, but pushed for-ward by
t Thirty-two

counts of first-degree child rape, ten counts of distribution of images of children engaged in sexually
explicit acts, ten counts of possession of chiid pornography and rrvo counts of child molestatjon *ãrJtui¿, *it¡
buil

set at two

million dollars.
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an affest in the United Kingdom and academic research conducted in the Republic of

Ireland. Although efforts were unknowingly being duplicated at one

point,

international cooperation ancl utilization of network ties between nodes led to

a

successful collaboration.

The approach adopted by the COPINE project is systematic and practical in the

study and governing of the sexual exploitation of children. To fight a social problem,

you must first understand

it.

important reference point

for law

The work undertaken by the COPINE provided an
enforcement agencies and provided priceless

groundwork, saving law enforcement agencies valuabie time in cases where children
are being abused. Taylor and Quayle are also held in high esteem by fellow academics,

pointing to the fact that this network has elite and influential rnembers. John Carr,
Associate Director of the NCH Children and Technology Unit, reviewed Quayle and

Taylor's book AiM Pornography - An Internet Crine (2003) and stated:

Every police force in the world ought to buy as many copies as are
necessary to pass on to the staff in their sex crime or high-tech crime units,
and sections of it ought to be required reading for large numbers of social
workers. [...] Max and Ethel are very definitely committed to an agenda of
helping to improve the protection of children, and wherever possible
initiate the rescue and rehabilitation of any children abused in the ìmages
which they monitor (Carr, 2004).

This trust and confidence in their work by other child advocacy nodes demonstrates

direct support of their work. Direct support is also given in the form of financial
support received from the European Union. As of April 2004, the COPINE project had
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received its project funding from the European unior-r (EU) from the
stop and Daphne

programs' (coPlNE Project, 2002b). Fundi.g from a multi-state governing
body such
as the EU speaks to the internationar importance of such a
project. The project receivecl

€20,000

in grant money from the Department of Health and Chiicl¡en to assist
in the

costs of hosting the Future Directions

in

psycrrorogicar ancr Legar Issues

Abuse Images Conference held in co¡k, rreland

in May

2004,

of internet

but the overalr shortage of

funding from the lrish Fede¡al Government reacl to criticism from an opposition
party
(Keane, 2004b).

The coPINE project has been responsible for projects assisting
in the detection

and prosecution of offenders, but they also support projects exproring
treatment. sorne
male victims of sexual exploitation can thernseives become offende¡s (Briggs,
1995) ancl
female victims are more likery to be victimized raier in

life. Dr. Max Tayror interviewed

teenaged offenders who downroaded child pornograpiry, exposing
the moral crilem¡na

of what to do with youth

offenclers wrro

are both offenders and

survivors

(SocietyGuardian co.uk, 2002). This focus on treatment of offenders
clifferentiates their

approach from other child advocacy gfoups. \4rhereas other child
advocacy groups

recognize incarceratio' as part of the solution, iheir focus is not t¡eatment.
The
possibility is not rejected, but it does not receive equal attention as the
themes of justice
and retribution. Focus on the offender wourd be counter to the dominant
pro-victim
and pro-child discourse of chiltj advocacy networks. In western count¡ies
offenders,

if

incarcerated, are likely to be releasecl at some point. The influence
of the larger security
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discourse on child advocacy networks can be seen when you consicler its focus
on more

stringent legislation and incarceration, rather than treatment ancl rehabilitation of
offenders, which mirrors the larger shift in security poricy and practice (Garland, -1996;

Hastings,2006).

Taylor and Quayle's academic work ref-rects their background in

appriecl

psychology in the classification and treatment of youth sexual offenders (euayle ancl

Taylor,2006). Through interviews with offenders and analysis of their behaviour they
have l¡ied to determine the connection beiween users of child pornography ancl
other

victimization forms of child sexual exploitation. This is essential in establishing that

viewing chiltl pornography can read to more severe forms of sexual exproitation of
children. By establishing this connection, it can potentially lead to more effective forms
of punishment and/or heatment. But most importantly, this technique of gover.ance
addresses the reality that some victims of sexuai abuse have been shown to
become

offenders when they are

older. copINE is working in conjunction with the united

Kingdom's child advocacy groups, Barnado's and National society for the prevention of
Cruelty to Children (NSPCC), to develop a heatment program for teenagers acjcÌicted to

child pornography (Electronicnews.net, 2004). This project again reinforces the strong
relationship between this node and the EU because

it is fundecr by the Eur'pean

commission. The coPINE project worked in crose arliance with raw enforcement
agencies, accomplishing much of what they were unable to

do. But not all groups work

closely with the state, as is the case with vigilante groups.
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5.4

Vigilante Groups
Vigilantes reject the authority of the state and take justice into their own hancls.

Groups operating on the fringe of the network have started their own personal war
against child sexual predators. These groups or individuals can maintain one-sided

conlections with legitimate groups that do not acknowledge any reciprocal connection.

one such group is Condemned.org that targeted servers that carry child pornography
tfuough both legal means and extralegal measures such as iracking (Ratlcliff 2000:1).
Hacking involves "breaking into" a computer system without the knowleclge or consent

of the owner and performing illegai operations, in this

case, erasing hard drives.

Radcliff (2000) goes on to report that hacking is a last resort after Condernn.org fails to
get a response through conventional channels by reporting child pornography materials

to law enforcement officials and the guilty isP's. Jenkins (2000:773-777) clocumentecl

a

well-planned and multi-phased attack by hackers against known child pornography

bulletin boards and websites in June 2000. some of the favourite tools of hackers are
viruses and the more deadly Trojan horse programs, which hackers plant on servers

(modified computers) and literally debilitate the computer, wiping the hard clrive.
lA¡hat is surprising is how effective these attacks were, throwing the child pornography

subculture into a temporary state of paranoia and confusion.
such tactics have been continued by groups such as pervertetl Justice, a website

which posts the images and personal ifformation of alleged pedophiles (perverted
Justice, 2007). This trend has spread outside of the united states, with such grcrups as

Movement Against Kindred Offenders (MAKO) who are involved in simiia¡ activities
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as Perverted Justice

in Australia (Movement Against Kindred offenders,

2007). This

information is obtained in "sting operations" where members identify themselr,es

as

underage using chat rooms or instant messaging to bait and trap individuals into
conversing in a sexual manner. Some offenders send pornographic images, adding to

potential charges. The group claims that

it

avoids posting inforrnation on innocent

people by verifying the phone number with a call frorn a member who sounds
underage. During these interactions, the alleged suspect believes they are interacting

with a minor and the chat session is recorded in a transcript, which is also posted on the
group's website. It is also reported that members of Perverted Justice notify the alleged

offender's workplace, family, friends and acquaintances by using tactics such

as

multiple flyers, phone calls and emails (Gray, 2004). As of February 2007, the group
claims to have been involved in one-hundred and fifty four cases leading to convictions
since June 2004 (Perverted Justice,2007).

Perverted Justice has not been completely accepted within the mainst¡eam child

advocacy

network. It acknowledges this on its website in its Frequently

Asked

Questions sectiorL "Are you affiliated in any way with any well known child advocacy
orgs?

"
We don't reaily like other groups in general. In the website's evolutionary
period, we were often attacked by other child advocacy organizations.
Those who would style themselves as "THE cyber crime fighter', and
"activists" who are more interested than [sic] celebrity than productivity
t¡ied to stop our growing organization by attacking us viciously. No mind
that such people did not ever contact us for a dialogue... it was simply
attack, attacþ attack. We do our best to stay out of the ',child protection
scene" as unfortunately, many in that scene care more about being seen as
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"the one!" rather than cooperating effectively with others. We do our best
to insulate ourselves in general, taking great care not to align ourselves
with any groups that might have ulte¡ior motives in general. As a whole,

most other websites are extrerne passioe while we, on the other hand, pride
ourselves on being very aggressive. we wish all other organizations the
best of luck and if contacted, will definitely hear them out. (pervertecl
Jrtstice,2007).

Tina schwariz, director of cornmunication for Nationai center for Missing

ancl

Exploited Children in January 2005 said, "It's really not the safest, most effective way to
combat this problem. It really needs to be left up to law enforcement. From what I've
seen in some of these other cases with Perverted Justice, they emba¡rass the people, but

I don't know that complete justice is ever served" (Nair, 2005). This serves to show that
one of the reasons Perverted Justice, and other vìgilante groups like

if

are on the fringe

of the child advocacy group is because their actions and discourse are counter to those
of the mainstream groups. The idea of what exactly is justice differs for this vigilante
group.

on the fringes of the network, there

is less cohesion between groups, ancl in fact,

more conflict. The website Corrupted-Justice.com was set up to be critical of the efforts

of Perverted Justice and its most prominent member, Xavier von Erck (CorruptedJusctice.com, 2007). rn response to this website, supporters of perverted Justìce set up

anothe¡ website, Corrupted-Justice.net (Corrupted-Justice.ne

t, 200\.

The personal

attacks on both websites are exampies of how fringe groups can often be controversial

in nature and their activities just

as

controversial.
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These vigilante efforts are operating outside the

law and are not publicly

condoned by law enforcement officials. when hackers erase hard drives, they are
destroying evidence that could hamper future prosecution efforts (Radcliff,

2000:2).

These tactics are among the newest t¡ends in the fight against child pornography as a

form of backlash against the largely unchecked

cyberspace chilcì pornography

subculture. The Internet is becoming a war zone between vigilante groups and chiltl
pornography, with knowledgeable users on both sides, winning battles. The position of

law enforcement seems to be one of "turning a blind eye" to their activities (Jenkins,
2000:\71'; Radcliff, 2000:3). As far as

I am aware, no hackers or anti-child pornography

groups involved in vigilante activities has been charged to date. However, with the

past decisions

in North America that

protected vi¡tual and textual-based chill

pornography, the "victims", may soon be targeting the hackers, deman<1ing legal

retribution. Frustration with lack of results and refot ms to legislation are fuelling these
efforts and it is likely that they will only increase if international anti-child pornography
legislation hampers child advocacy group efforts to combat child sexual exploitation.

vigilantism has also taken the form of violence towards offenders and murde¡.
Michael Anthony Mullen killed two convicted child molesters, Hank Eisses and victor

vasquez

in

2005

in washington state (Associated

knowledge of the men, both classified as Level

III

press, 2005). Mullen obtained
sex offenders (high risk of re-

offending) from a government website. Mullen contacted local media with confessions
and posted them to the Internet under the name "Agent LiÍe" (Carter,2005). In April
2006, stephen Ma¡shall,

a canadian, killed

Joseph Gray and

william Eliion

after
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obtaining their home address from a state run sex offender registry in Maine, then later

committed suicide (CBC News, 2006). These murders demonst¡ate the possible deadly

ramifications of public sex-offender registries and community notification. such
programs are called for by child advocacy groups where they do not already exist. If

information regardìng offenders is made public, it could be used by vigilantes.

5.5

Mediø Outlets
Many media outlets have become active participants in child advocacy networks,

recognizing the sensationalism and advertising money that covering this social probiem
can

bring. Television programs from the united states are highly popular around the

world and in Canada. How the United States covers such news therefore influences far
beyond the United States border.

Noteworthy is the Dateline NBC series called, "To Catch a Predator". Working
in conjunction with the vigilante group Perverted Justice, and local police departments,
the program uses an adult decoy posing as a mino¡ to entrap offenders. Men contact a
decoy online and after sexually explicit communication, the online chat is lollowecl by a

phone call and arrangements for an in-person meeting. Following a taped confrontation

by a reporter, the offenders are arrested, questioned and investigated by local police.

As of February 2007, Dateline NBC reported that two-hund¡ed and forty one men
showed up to their sting operations from 2004 to 2006 (NSNBC,200T). The activiries of
Dateline NBC and Perverted Justice have state sanction because the police are part of

their operations. such

a

program does increase public awareness of this social problem
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and some of{enders are aware of the show, having mentionecl it in a chat previous to
their "date" (Corvo, 2006). such sensational ambush tactics seem designecì to enhance

ratings. Its cont¡ibution to the long term fight against child sexual exploitation

is

controversial. In one instance, Louis "Bill" Conradt Jr., a District Attorney in Texas
committed suicide after being caught by this program for seducing what he believed
was a thirteen year boy (Abshire, Alanis and Emily, 2006).

with

cameras from To Catch

a Predator on sight, police attempted to arrest him and serve a search war¡ant at his
residence, but Conradt fatally shot himself

in the head. Footage from the arrest was

aired on the television show. The prorninent media attention is undoubtedly helpful to

child advocacy groups and has 1ed to the positive outcome of offenciers being exposed
and incarcerated. But

it should

be noted that such media can no longer ciaim to be

impartial. After reviewing how governance is being managed by different spheres and
discussion of the key theme of justice., a closer look at the theme of responsibility is
appropriate.
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Chøpter 6 - RËSPONSIBI¿ISATION

6.1

ResponsibilisøtionStrøtegy
The interpretation of the activities and products of child advocacy networks has

revealed

a striking theme, namely, the emergence of a responsibilisation

strategy.

Authors such as David Garland (7996), have continued to articulate the nature of the
de-centralization of the state and the limitations of its power. Garland tliscusses how
the limitations of the state's powers have adversely affected the governance of security

and how society has had to adapt new strategies of governance, such
responsibilisation. Garland supplies

a

as

key example of strategies of governance when he

discusses strategies of denìal and responsibilisation strategy. Garlancl tliscusses how in

the united Kingdom the state actively experirnented with this transformation in
security by encouraging non-state organizations to take on more responsibility for
crime cont¡ol. consequently, the concept of responsibilisation is of special importance

to this thesis because it details how the state governs at a distance through non-state
organizations. shearing and other proponents of nodal governance theory also share
Garland's views on the relevance of the concept of responsibilisation. Garland also
points out (1996:a5\ how social programs have adapted by not necessarily targeting the

offender, but rathe¡ the potential offende¡ and modifying their behaviour by
embedding control.

I argue that child advocacy gïoups may be targeting the general population as a

way of embedding control. This may be seen as a more effective meâsure than solely
targeting offenders. Responsibilisation is a multiJayered phenomenon. This thesis
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argues that we have seen a major hansformation

in governance with chil<l advocacy

groups becoming more responsible for combating child sexual exploitation of children.

Also, these groups have targeted the general population with their own form of
responsibilisation. As part of a responsibilisation strategy of governance, these groups

utilize technologies of governance, in the form of programs and activities, as a way of
embedding control, encouraging self-responsibilisation and internalisation

of their

discourse. Strategies and technologies of governance and events like those activities
surrounding missing children, seek

to

engage citizens and community actors in

governing the sexual exploitation of children.

In The Culture of C,ontrol Ga¡land (2001) discusses the transformation of views on
crime, including policy development in recent decades. There has been a shift from
more liberal views that call for rehabilitation to more pessimistic, right-wing views that
stress punishment. The general public has become frust¡ated and fearful

with

the

perceived ìncrease in crime rates. Crime has become sensationalized and poiiticized,

including child sexual exploitation. With the shjft in the paradigm from rehabilitating
offenders, there has also been

a dehumanization and demonization of

offenders.

Offenders are being pushed into a more extreme label of the "other" and "outsider".

Offenders who sexually exploit children are particularly

reviled. This label

of

"monster" is an important part of the constructed culture of fear and cont¡ol. As crime
has become more politicized, the views of the public have been given more weight than

the opinions of expert professionals.
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While long term shategies are not being rejected, investment in short-term
solutions caters to the desire for a "quick

fix".

T]ne

limitations of the siate are being

accepted and the state is moving forward to make working partnerships with non-state

groups. It is important to find the balance between short term solutions and long term
strâtegies, especially

with the allocation of timited resources. It can be very easy to

favour short term strategies. In the poiiticized arena, short term responses illicit
sympathy from the general public, but also gratification and notoriety from those
immediate results. child advocacy groups are not immune from judgment and have to
remain accountable to investors of funding, that include the state and private gïoups,

but also the general public who can supply donations, volunteer time and act as the
"eyes and ears" of many gtoups.
The private sector benefits financially from a culture of fear. A classic example of

this is the private security industry which markets private policing services. In the case
of tire child advocacy network, an example of private sector profit is how some private
businesses sell software programs that claim

to protect child¡en from exposure to

pornography and decrease the th¡eat of online child luring by shielding private
information.3 These products are reflective

of the self-responsibilisation discourse

because they promote parental and Intemet user responsibility. The implications and

transformations of this technology of governance

will

be discussed fu¡ther in a later

section of this thesis on technologies of governance.

3

Exarnples of such software include, NetNanny (http://www.netnanny.com), CyBERsitter
(hnp://www,cybersitter.corn), and Cyber Patrol (http://www.cybeçatrol.com).
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6_2

Culture of Feør
The actívities child advocacy groups engage in to achieve their goals promote a

culture of fear. child advocacy groups and their networks support a culture of fear
because

it

helps them combat child sexual exploitation

by

encouraging self-

responsibilisation. With every media report of another bust of child pornography,
kidnapping or horrific sexual crime against a child, the cultu¡e of fear is furthe¡
promoted. I am not claiming that groups intentionally distort facts, but rather that they
are attempting to have their objectives accepted and made prominent in the dominant,

public discourse. on the most basic level, by presenting or promoting the presentation

of factual events in tlre media, in schools, to politicians and the public, they

are

promoting fear, which in tu¡n promotes their efforts as a solution or hope to combat the
sexuai exploitation of children. Groups always face a danger of the public becoming
desensitized with continued exposure to this, or any other social problem, leading to

potentially increased sensationalism by players, such

as the media,

attempting to retain

the general public's attention. It is the perception of potential harm that can begin to

embed cont¡ol (se1f-responsibilisation).

In the case of

non-abusers, self-

responsìbilisation encolrrages them to be more vigilant in protecting their children and
detecting the activities of abusers. In the case of abusers, or potential abusers, it is their

own harm, or detection, that they can begin to fear. Thus, at least theoretically,

a

culture of fear can act as a fo¡m of crime deterrence, which is explored more thoroughly

in the discussion of tip lines in this thesis. Responsibilisation present in the networks
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exposes another theme

in the dominant discourse, public responsib ity, that sees this

social problem as everyone's problem and the solution is the responsibility
of society as
a whole-

A strong theme for strategy Groups is the need to arter the way people think
in
order to have them adopt what they see is not onry correct, but can reduce
ha¡m. In
other words, strategy Groups attempt to "compel" others to accept their
discourse,

replacìng ig.orance or differing knowledge, with their "correct" knowledge
ancl
perception of both the probrem and solutions. The choice of the term
compel may seem
inaccurate, as there

is no direct force invorved, but rather voruntary

compriance.

However, I would argue that the fear of the threat of sexuar predators
is a way groups

compel individuals

to

accept their discourse.

with their

discourse comes the

responsibility of governing the serf and others. The most basic responsib
expectation is that adurts

ity

an<t

w r not exproit ch dren sexualy. And, there is arso the

responsibility and expectation that if you discover such abuse, you repori

not report the abuse, then they

w

r be forced to dear

it. If one does

wiih the resurting gu

t.

parents

are held responsible for monitoring the activities and behaviours
of their own children.

This sense of responsib

ity to monitor oneserf and others is part of the

rarger

responsibilisation strategy that will be discussed at length iate¡ in this
work. In essence,
the state is not solely accountable for governing, or controling, the sexual
exproitation

of children' shategy Groups target the generar popuration to create fear
of sexuar
predators, respo.sibility and empathy for vìctims. The National
Cente¡ for Missing antr

Exploited children ìs one of the leading ch d acrvocacy groups in the
united states and
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the world. As part of their messaging, "We're here because they're out there,,, has been

included

in

pamphlets

for thei¡ "campaign Against Child sexual Exploitation

Information Package", and their pamphlets are labelled, ,,preventing the Sexual
Exploitation of children" and "Pa¡ental Guidelines in Case your Child Might someday

be the victim of sexual Exploitation" (National center for Missing and Exploited
Children,2007). These messages remind people that this group exists because there is
need fo¡

a

it to exist and that their family is not immune to the potential harm of child

sexual exploitation. Alternatively, consider the "Not In The Loop" national campaign

from cybertip.ca which offers posters and billboards with the image of a text message
box and mouse presenting the messages of "Anonymous Says: your child sends me

pictures. TTYL [Talk to you later].", "Anonymous Says: I talk to yÕur child 6 times

duy.

TTYL." and "Anonymous Says: Your child says she loves

me.

(Cybertip.ca, 2007a). They openly target child caregivers as targets

a

TTYL..

for

self-

responsibilisation, as reflected by the their discussion of the national campaign when
they state, "It is important to explain that the Internet is a public place and establish the
expectation that online activity will be adult supervised" (Cybertip.ca, 2002a). These
messages/ in my opinion, are designed to produce fear in parents regarding the online

activity of their child¡en. Fear, in turn, should theoretically encourage the desired goal
of parents monitoring children's online activity. These campaigns reinforce the concept

that child advocacy groups are targeting adults to encourage awareness and
responsibilisation. It also addresses the reoccurring theme that child advocacy groups
are also attempting to govern public and private spaces, in this case the virtual public
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space of the internet, but also the activity of young people

in private

spaces with

Internet access.

Although a culture of fear is created, there are arso other effects, that incruire
awareness of the problem where ignoralce could have existed before and the activities

of child advocacy groups that are meant to create fear and self-responsibilisation in
non-abusers can serve

a duel purpose by also reaching abusers, andf or potential

abusers. self-responsibilisatiory in iiris case, could potentially create a fear of being
caught, guilt and shame for their actions, or potential action. The media reports, often

with co'-rments by representatives from child advocacy groups, act as remintlers to
abusers, or potential abusers, that there are groups, outside of the state, attempting
to
stop them.

The actions of groups that can compel others can arso be seen in fringe groups

which do not necessarily share the same ciiscourse as other child advocacy groups, but
still share the same wish to combat this social problem. such fringe groups/inclividuals
can exist on the periphery of the network, with loose or no ties to other groups, but
they

are stili hying to get others to accept their alternative discourse. An example of
this

would include leaders ìn religious movements (e.g. Ministers or priests) that preach
against the sexual exploitation of children. Although this form of governing

wili not be

focused on by this thesis, the ideological and theological aspects of responsibilisation
is

worthy of future study.
As I have noted above the

ch d advocacy network is intensery pro-child and pro-

victim. A part of the shategy of governa.ce of ch d advocacy groups is to empower
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potential victims and make them more aware of possible abusers. In the case of child
sexual exploitation, the abuser has more power and knowledge based on their greater

life experience and age. Another strategy of governance is to empower children by
increasing their knowledge. Child advocacy groups attempt to educate children on the

existence

of

sexual abuse, how

to

recognize dangerous situations and

how

to

proactively prevent potential abuse (e.g. responsible use of the Intemet or reporting
suspicious behaviour of strangers to trusted authority figures). Instruction of young
people is particularly effective because it is ernbedding control and belief in a particular
discourse at an early age.
These efforts are aimed at reducing the possible opportunities for this crime to

occur. By educating children, they are altering the knowledge of young people and they
are potentially taking away possible victims. For example, even though children may

be physically sale ir-r the controlled environment of their parent's home, they can be
exposed to child iuring predators on the Internet. With education young people come

to embrace part of the adult world and become aware of how to safely interact with
new technology (e.g. giving out personal information), thus reducing the number of
potential victims. As discussed previously, this strategy of governance empowers
children, but also helps to end the secrecy and victim stigma surrounding child sexual
exploitation. Technologies of governance are closely linked to strategies of governance,
often going hand in hand.
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6.3

Technologies of Goztentance

Groups in these networks are connectetr in various ways and one of
them is by
sha¡ed technologies of governance, which are means by which strategies
of governance

can be practiced

in the

rear

worrd.

Technorogies

of governance can range from

a

product, process or concept, which is supportecl by the knowledge and
social capacity
used to create and maintain

it. o.e of the transformations in governance is the

evolution of technologies of governance for managing ch d sexual exploitation
and
how they engage the everyday citizen in the governing of ch d sexual exproitation.
The
selection and prevalence of a particular type of technorogy of governance
is signìficant

and reveals hidden meaning in trre network a'cl discourse. The ch

d

a<lvocacy

networks have enabled the creation and proriferation of technologies of
governance.
Each part of these networks play an important rore ìn rrow the
networks function, in

often unseen or hidden ways, with each invention being a contribution
to the
knowledge base.

It is reasonable to assume that child advocacy groups would choose technologies
of governance that would maximize their investment and support their srrategies
and

discourse while education and awareness campaigns are a technorogy of governance,
they are a one-way exchange of ìnformation from the chilcr advocacy gïoups
to the
general public. one of the predominant toors used by chilcl advocacy
gïoups to prevent

and detect the sexual exploitation of child¡en, is the use of tiplines or
hotlines. Tiplines
engage the general pul-rric and conect reports of suspected abuse via
websites, by phone

or fax. It is important to address the use of iipiines because a lot of resources
go into
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supporting this technology of governance and is a key factor in a larger sftategy of
governance. Child Find Manitoba recognizes that.

.

.

"

[s]ome

of the

factors thât

contribute to making tiplines a best practice in combating this problem or crime include

visibìlity, accessibility, 1ow operational costs, anonymity, and information sharing,,
(Cybertip.ca, 2007b). This technology also can foster close links between law
enlorcement agencies, while child advocacy groups still remain detached from the state.
Detective sergeant Duane Heintz, manager of Manitoba's integrated chiid exploit (ICE)

unit stated, in reference to Cybertìp.ca, "They've been a godsend from my point of
view. They're

a wealth of info and

it gives the public

a way to report

this" (Canadian

Press, 2006). Again this reinforces that the state cannot govern this problem alone and
needs the assistance of outsicle, non-state groups.

Tiplines are a dominant technology of gover.nance in these networks, aside from
education/awareness programs, which are also a widespread norm. In my opinion, the

use of tiplines is prevalent not only because they are cost-effecdve and engage the
public, but also the perception that tangible actions are being taken to combat the sexual

exploitation of children. The effects of education are more subjective, but the actions of
a tipline, seem more substantive. Child advocacy groups utilize these tiplines as a way

to govern at a distance with the general population acting as their "eyes and ears,,. The

public can go where the groups and law enforcement agencies do not have the
resources to monitor. In tlris sense, tiplines are acting as twenty-four hour,, seven-day-a-

week surveillance.
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Lianna McDonald, executive director of

Ch

ct Fincl

Manitoba, has been quote<l as

sayìng, "Cybertip.ca is kind of the Neighbourhootr watch of the Internet,,
(Guarclian,

2006) Tiplines can provide statistics ancl results that benefit both the child advocacy
groups and other stakeholders, such as technology i'dustry sponsors
and the state. An
example of the state benefiting ancl promoting the "success" of a tipline
ca. be seen in

the case of the provinciar goverrunent of Manitoba. The provincial government
of
Manitoba was a supporter of cybertip.ca from its ìnception through its
transformation
to the national tipline. on November 1.s,2006, in the speech from the
Throne, a speech

prepared

by the provincial governrnent to outline their past

accomplishments ancl

future plans, they statecl regarding Cybertip.ca:

Finally, Manitoba will continue to be at the fo¡efront in dealing with
issues like Internet luring and chilcl pornography. Manitoba,s Cybåtip.ca
has now been expanded nation-wirle. It has shut clown 1,100 weúsites
ãnd
resulted in 20 arrests. Building on this effort, our government will
int¡oduce new legislation requiring the mandatory ,"porting of child
porn
found on computers (province of Manitoba, 2006aj.

This provincial government is proclaiming Manitoba at the forefront of
combating
specific types of sexual exploitation of chiltlren. The implication is
that the provincial
government was in part responsible for these achievements. This is a prime
example of

the state governing at a dista.ce and nodar governance.

wh

e Cybertip.ca did the

ground work for the state, in this case the provincial government of Manìtoba,
receives
the benefit of positive representation to the meclia and general population.
The benefit
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of this relationship for Cybertip.ca is the positive press, but also the introduction of new

legislation to support their efforts.

In Manitoba, the wish of local child

advocacy

groups to see individuals report sexual crimes against children remains a personal

choice,

but now has legal

responsibilisation like

consequences

to

back

up the strategies of

self-

guilt. In other words, not reporting the knowledge of chil<l

pornography is no longer being merely complacent, but has the potentiai to be criminal.
This case is a demonstration of the reciprocity that can manifest between partnerships
in these networks.

Another advantage to tiplines as a teclrnology of governance is that while it
encourages self-responsibilisation
discourse,

and acceptance of the child advocacy gloup/s

it maintains the illusion of "choice". The general population rnaintains

the

perception that they are choosing to report crimes and remains sensitive to the ideology

of "personal liberty" of the western socio-democratic discourse. The success of this
teclurology of governance could aiso be attributed to the fact it does not challenge the

authority of the state, but rather assists the state's representatives (i.e. law enfo¡cement
agencies).

Recogrizing the limitations and failing power of the state may seem pessimistic,

but the appeal of nodal governance theory is that it offers the potential to surpass the
stop-gap measures and band aid solutions of the state. vvhere the state does not have

the resources to fully combat child sexual exploitation, child advocacy groups have
stepped up to take on increasing responsibility. while the tiplines may not be the
perfect solution because a perfect solution does not exist,

it is a start and important in
8B

opening a dialogue on how to best combat child sexual exploitation. The preyalence of

nodal governance means problem solvi.g ís occurring in multiple rocations, with an
i^evitable amount of trial and error. Conside¡

it a global

experiment

i.

search of

sustainable, effective and financially viable solutions for managing this social problem.

The risk

for the entire

cause is lowered

if

too much is not invested at one point of

governance. With nodal governance, if one node fails, then another will be there to take

its place. Trar-rsformations in nodal governance can theoretically be thought of

as

"survival of the fittest". child advocacy groups, like rnany other social entities, have
to
succeed if they want to continue. They must aitract people, resources and the attention

and the good

will of the general public and other

stakeholciers if they wish to succeed.

Another technology of go'ernance used by trre tecrrnorogy in<lustry and ch

cr

advocacy groups is the use of softwa¡e filters, which act as a form of ce'sorship. while
some private companies sell software for profit, other ilìterested parties in the netwo¡k

are providing the same serwice for free. Amer.ica online (AoL) provides free parental

contlols software, not only to its customers, but to any Internet users who wishes to
access

it (AoL, 2006).

The motivation for providing a product for free that coultl be

sold for profi¡ speaks to the larger implications of such efforts to govern use of the
Internet, especially of young people.
Joel Davidson,

AoL Executive Vice president,

Access prorlucts and rechnology

is quoted as saying, "Keeping our children safe is one of our most important missions,

and this step

will eliminate the cost-barrier for millions of families, so they can give

their children ail of the benefits of the online meclium,, (AoL,2006). The product they
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sell is accessible to the Internet users and they want to promote continued use. It is in

their best interest if safe use of the Internet is possible and rnore importantly, they are
the ones to provide
also aligns

it.

Such a decision is positive press for this private business, but

with the efforts to combat child

sexual exploitation

by child

advocacy

groups. In fact, several groups publicly supported this effort, including the National
Center for Mìssing & Exploited Child¡en. In the case of Internet Service Providers, they

benefit from financially supporting child advocacy groups because specifically for
Inte¡net Service Providers, they are providing safe products.

Partnerships between Internet Service Providers and child advocacy groups
demonstrate tight connections between these nodes. Since 2004, British Telecom (BT)
has used a filter system called "Clean Feed" that blocks access to a list of websites

containing child pornography. With Clean Feed, BT can track the number of times
websites are attempted to be accessed, but does not record the personal information
(e.g. internet protocol (IP) address) of individuals attempting to access tirese illegal
websites, or report it to law enforcement authorities (Bright,2004). This raises the issue

of a conflict between confidentiality for customers and responsibilities to other groups,
such as the state. This program was developed in consultation with the Home Office,

the central government department responsible fo¡ law enforcement in the United
Kingdom (Bright, 2004). The websites blocked by BT are listed by the Interner Watch
Foundation, a child advocacy group that operates a tipline for websites hosted in the

United Kingdom which carry either child pornography or racist material (Computer
Crime Research Center, 2004; Internet Watch Foundation,2007). In its cur¡ent form and
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usage this type of technology of governance is limited to censorship. Namely, it censors

both the average Internet user and potential offender from viewing detected illegal
material.

The responsibility is placed on the Inter.et sen¡ìce providers, again with the

added benefit

of the perception of voluntary participation in

cornbating sexual

exploitation of children and of creating a safe product for their customers. The state in
the Unitecl Kingdom supports these efforts and it is interesting to note the comrnents of

the Ministe¡ at the Home office stated, "Anybody who accidentally comes on one of
these sites

will now be blocked. But anyone who repeatedly

become subject to police investigations and dealt with very

tries to access sites may

firmly" (Groggins, 2004). In

my interpretation, the state is sanctioning the private sector's attempt to plotect the
general public from their own ineptitucle should they stumble upon child pornography

accidentally, but the state might take action should BT bring illegal action to their

attention. This "safeguard" is one of the most decisive forms of proactive technologies
of governance because it blocks a crime from happening.

This model used by BT has been adopted by child Find Manitoba and several
Canadian Internet Service Providers. The Canadian Internet Service Proviclers are Bell

Alliant, Bell canada, MTS Allstream, Rogers, saskrel, shaw Communications

Ltcl,

TELUS and Videotron Ltd. (owen, 2006). The project again shows a glimpse at the
connections in the child advocacy networks, with cleanfeed canada receiving support

from Internet service Providers, Beyond Borders, RCMp and the Federal
Minister (owen, 2006).

It is

Justice

also important that this child atlvocacy group
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acknowledges the limitations of this technology of governance. "It's not the be-all-and-

end-all solution. But it's a way to stop people from viewing chilclren being sexually
abused," stated Lianna McDonald, executive director of Child Find Manitoba (owerç
2006). Tradìtionally, businesses would be at competition and unlikely to cooperate, but

cooperation between Internet service Providers benefits the industry as

a

whole.

Another reality that this brings to light is that the¡e are limitations placed on
governance, even though the opportunity exists for a more advanced technology of

governance. \4¡hile the technology exists to track Internet users who visit illegal
websites, the fact that the technology

is not used by Internet service providers

is

significant. Therefore, one of the unintended effects of governânce in this network is
self-imposed, if not acknowledged, lirnitations. These limitations speak to the fact that

for segments of the network, namely Internet service providers, although they wish to
combat child sexuai exploitation, their main priority remains profit.

As this network continues to change, it will expand into uncharted territory.

New strategies and techniques of governance will be debated ancl tested.

It

is

interesting to note that the child advocacy groups have chosen to employ a tested
technology of governance, such as tiplines, but have not opted to use a reward system
proven effective by groups such as crime stoppers (Lippert, 2002). The reasoning for

a

reward system in the words of one of the Canadian Crime stoppers organizations is,,,A
Crime stoppers reward of a few hundred dollars can save tens of thousands or more in

policing costs" (Nationai Capital Area crime stoppers program, 2007). Even though
some groups offer rewards leading the recovery of missing childrery to my knowledge,
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child advocacy groups utilizing tiprines do .ot use this specific fo¡m of reciprocity
(ie.
money for information). I argue that ch

cr

cost and moral dilemma of pote.tìa

dearing

Rather, child advocacy groups relv on

y

advocacy groups wourd rather escape the

with unscrupulous

gu t and fear, cent¡ar to both

and the t¡end of responsibilisation. Although

sources

of

tips.

trre curture of fear

.ot a tipline, the grobarly aired oprah

winfrey shows maintains a'd publicizes "oprah's Child predator watch Lisf', which
posts profiles and images of wanted ch ci sex offenclers, but encourages viewers
to
make reports directly to the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) (oprah.co rn,2007a).
The show offers the potentiar cash reward of $100,000 for the capture and arrest
of an
offender, boasting five successfur captures (oprah.com, 2007b). Monetary inducement

diffe¡s from other forms of motivation to report chilcl sexual exploitation that can
rely
on a sense of responsibility, guilt or fear.

The limitations

of fighting chiltl

sexual exproitation may seem very

disheartening, but nodal governance alrows a barance to be created

world.

in an imperfect

The system and solutions we have may be flawed, but cl-rild atlvocacy
groups

work with what they have and know. Dreams and theories of grand, sweeping sociaÌ
change may seem promising, but to combat a real social probrem, the rearity
of the here

and now must be dealt

with. It is scary reality that law enforcement

agencies are under

funded and staffed child sexuar expioìtation rânges across a broad spectrum of
offences, and even

by dedicating substantial funds to combating the problem, you

camot necessarily make it go away. No matter how many police there are on the
street,
the¡e

will

always be c¡ime. Even with increased e<lucation for parents and

ch

dren,
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safer public spaces and stringent punìshments and the monitoring of offenders, there

remains a certain level of uncertainty when

it

comes

to the sexual exploitation of

chiidren. Managing the problem by helping one child at a time and/ or rcmoving the
tfueat of one abuse¡ is a real accomplishment.
There is increasing potential for new technologies of governance to continue to

transform governance. The networks, and the groups that inhabit them, have
responded to changes and extra-ordinary circumstances

in

society, highlighting the

adaptability of the network. Crisis can produce increased activity, growth and in the

network. In January 1996, nine year old Amber Hagerman was kidnapped in
Arlington, Texas. Four days later her body was found. She had been raped and her

throat slashed. In response to this tragedy, the America's Missing: Broadcast
Emergency Response (AMBER) alert system was developed. Following call-ins to local

radio stations with suggestions for an alert system, the Dallas-Fort worth Association of
Radìo Managers (ARM) worked with local 1aw enforcernent to develop the predecessor

of the Amber Alert warning system. The Amber Alert is a response system set up by
police and child advocacy groups utiiising local media to notify the general public to a

kidnapping because the first hours are the most c¡itical. In moments of crisis, a system
such as the Amber Alert, expands the child advocacy netwo¡k temporarily to include
members of the general public.

Not only are police looking for the child because time is pivotal in abductions,
but the members of the general public are additional eyes and ears. This is another
example of the responsibilisation shategy evident in these networks. The Amber Alert
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for a missing child makes everyone "responsible" for helping to find the child a.cl/or
offender, but also maintains the perception of choice. And it is now expanding with
the
ìncrease in mobile and instantaneous technology (e.g. ha.dhelcl devices). one
example

of this is the Amber Alert Portal, which is a service that instantaneously uptlates via
cell
phones, pagers, fax and email (Amber Alert portal, 2007). Microsoft Corporation
as of

May 15, 2006 also agreed to distribute Amber Alerts from the National Center for
Missing and Exploited Children via their technology which includes instant messaging

and the widely used free email website, hotmail (Microsoft, 2006). This service is
sponsored by a consortium of representatives from the private technology intiustry,

which indicates more private support for a se¡vice that benefits their public image.

lt

should be noted that as is common practise of sponsors of ch d advocacy groups, their
logos are displayed on the website for this partìcurar service. The Amber Alert system

has expanded into canada and a sim
operates

ar

system, the Ch

d

Rescue

Alert system,

in the united Ki.gdom (Child Rescue Al,ert, 2007). As we have seen with

several examples of techlologies of governance, they can spread across the globe
and

networks. This trend is a consequence of globalization, will be now be further explored.
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Chøpter 7 - GLOBALIZATION
The world a¡ound us has changed drastically and swiftly over last century, but
even more so in the past twenty years. Globaiization can be defined as a vast array of

political, economic and cultural links that are connected in a simultaneously growing
and tightening network (Hirst and Thompson, 1996). These societal changes are part of

the globalization trend that is changing the world as we know

it.

The child advocacy

network is not immune from larger societal influences and i argue, coulcl not exist in its
current global form without globalization. Theoreticaily, there is one large global child
advocacy network consisting of smaller networks that are all tied together. Gerhard
Rosseggar (1998) discusses the origins of global networks and how their advantage lies

in connecting nodes.

Global networks are sociotechnicai systems that have their origins not in
some deliberate once-and-for-al1 design but in ongoing processes of
political and economic experimentation. Although the proximate driving
force seems to be techr-rological, their power derives from the way in
which they increasingly forge institutional linkages among
geographically dispersed nation-states and regions (Rosegger, 1998:5).

Global networks, consisting

of

alliances between public sector (government

representatives), private sector and other social institutions have been recognized to
accomplish goals which could not be completed individually (Reinicke, 7999:44).

Globalization provides both challenges and opportunities for nodes within the

child advocacy netwo¡k. Globalization has rnade international mobility easier with
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accessible and relatively alfordable

travel. Members of the child advocacy networks

benefit from increased global mobility because they can extend their network into areas

previously difficult to reach and also strengthen ties with other child aclvocacy groups
through face-to-face interactions. This reality also makes their fight against chilcl sexual
exploitation more difficult because offenders are also mo¡e mobile. offenders can
travel into countries where children do not have adequate protection f¡orn the state and

limited protection by child advocacy groups. western men t¡avel to third world
countries to take advantage of the rampant and unchecked child sex trade. Increased
communication allows child advocacy groups within the global network to coordinate

their efforts to fight child sexual expioitation and also allows ties between groups to be
maintained without in-person interaction. At the same time, the rapicl communication

and technological developments have benefited offenders, for instance, seeing the
Internet allowing for access to child pornography with relative anonymity. offenclers
also have increased access to children

with instant messaging and access to websites,

such as Myspace, both of which allow offenders to instantly communicate with children

or gain

access

to information they have posted on the Internet. Globalization

is

continually changing the structure of the global child advocacy network, but also the
social problem of child sexual exploitation.

Globalization is one of the contributing factors that have ied to the decline of
state

power. It can act as an equalizing force at times, with a continuous flux between

regional, national and global interests. Globalization can empower regional groups,
including regional child advocacy groups, from different parts of the globe to unite and
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even by-pass the processes of nation states in the fight for a cause that might be counter

to the interests of the individual nation states (Rosegger, "199g:74). Globalization has put

increasing Plessures on Western, social democratic nation states to fight an increasing
number of social problems, both within their own borders, but also to cont¡ibute to the

global fight in less affluent parts of the

world. This can

be demonstratecl by a brief

examination of the const¡uction and global dissemination of western ideals of human
and child rights.
The concept that individuals are born with certain int¡insic dghts is accepted by

many non-governmental organizations (NGo's), among them child advocacy gïoups.
The concept of universal human rights began to develop after wor1c1 war II, enrling the

Westphalian concept that states do not have the right to interfere in the internal affairs
of other nation states (shearing and wood, 2003). one can see the development of this

western socio-democratic construction of human rights and its inclusion, of children,

if

you consider the development of the united Nations and its affiliate, the united
Nations chìldren's Fund (UNICEF).

In

Decernb

er

1946 the

united Nations created

UNICEF to provide food, clothing and health care to European children foliowing

world wa¡ Two. This was one of the first global

steps

in constructing the perception

that children have special rights. strengthening the focus on children's rights, the
united Nation's Conaention on the Rights of the child, was drafted between 1979-79g9 and
to date has been ratified by one hundred and ninety two count¡ies.a rhe Convention
4

192 nrembers as of 2ooó accordr ng to lhe

rl\e-Cottrctlt¡ott ott the Rkhls

of thc Ch¡Ià

offce of tlì€ U nited Nations High conlmiss ioner 1or H uman Rights Canada was a signâtory of

o\May

28, 1990 aJld
on Februarv 16, 1995 but to date has yet fo ratiÕr the Conventjon.

ratìlied it on DecenÌber 13, 1991. Olnote, rbe Unired States \,ãs

a srgnarory
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global partnership among ail actors and of improving law enforcement at
the national leve1... (Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for
Human Rights, 2002).

Signiug and ratifying this optional protocol indicates that nation states have agreed to
combat child sexual exploitation, but on a practical level,

it

does not require them to

fulfill any obligations, as there are no penalties. The convention and optional protocol
have, in part, prompted changes in legislation and reforms to justice systems dealing

with adults who sexually exploit children. The optional protocol has also shapecl the
global child advocacy network, as demonstrated by this quote from save the Children
Sweden regarding the origins of its motivations:

The basis of Save the Children Sweden's work is the United Nations
Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) and the United Nations'
Declaration on FIuman Rights. These build on the principles that: all
people are equai, children have special rights, [and] everyone has a
responsibility - but governments have a special obligation (Save the
Children Swed en, 2007).

Child rights may have been a social constructiory but now it has taken on a life of its
own/ now influencing the child advocacy groups, the entities that originally created it.

working in global networks, contemporary child advocacy groups continue to use the
human rights framework to promote the special rights for children.
Some Western, social democratic nation states, such as Canada, have maintained

an open attitude toward the cultural practices of new immigrants, with public policies

embracing multiculturalism. However, regarding the sexual exploitation of children,
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compromise is not an option. With globalization, different cultural beliefs and practices
have come into conflict with the Western socio-democratic discourse, with no room for

assimilation or co-existing with other alternative discourses. Take for example the
concept of "child marriage", which UNICEF adamantiy opposes, as illustrated by their

publication, Enrly Marringe: A Harmful Traditional Practice,

a

portion of which states:

In rnany parts of the world parents encourage the marriage of their
claughters while they are still child¡en in hopes that the marriage will
benefit them both financially and socially, while also relieving financial
burdens on the famíly. In actuality, child marriage is a violation of
human rights, compromising the development of girls and often
resulting in early pregnalìcy and social isolation, with little education
ancl poor vocational training reinforcing the gendered nature of poverty
(UNICEF, 2005:1).

This view of child marriage is in direct conflict with alternative cultural beliefs that
might not even view the young people being married as "children". This reinforces the
reality that the legai and social definition of a child can differ across the globe. UNICEF

works to have non-Western cultures change their beliefs and practises to accept the
alte¡native encouraged by them. This is also illust¡ated in the fight to end the cultu¡al

tradition of female circumcision, or female genital mutilation, which is the cutting off of
parts of the female genitalia. UNICEF has expanded the definition of this practice to

include

it with child sexual exploitation,

rather than as a cultural practice to be

tolerated. \r\rhile the ethnocentric nature of this approach cannot be denied, it does
correspond with one of the key beliefs of nodal governance theory, which calls for the
lessening of social inequality. Additional evidence to support the view of globalization
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as an equalizing force,

in ihe child

advocacy networþ is the fact that the projects

undertaken by UNICEF are not gender neutral. As a disproportionate number of girls
are victims of child sexual exploitation, some efforts specifically iarget girls, as a way of

lessening inequality.

Globalization can foster both more egalitarian, horizontal networks that can be
associated

with grassroots movements, but also larger, bureaucratic

hierarchical

networks that exist within the larger network. These types of networks are not
necessarily at odds as globalization allows for their mutual coexistence and cooperation.

For example, a large NGO, such as UNICEF, can be considered a large bu¡eaucratic
hierarchical network

in itself due to its size and structure. UNICEF

has become a

guiding force in the global child advocacy network, working independently, but also
with smalle¡ regional child advocacy groups and regional clusters of such groups. The

child advocacy network is expanding, with successful nodes creating othe¡

nodes.

UNICEF established the Child Rights Information Network (CRIN), which represents
the evolution from an informal gloup to a formalized networþ with management of

more than one thousand and two-hundred member organizations (Child Rights
Information Network,2007). \Alhile I have previously noted the child advocacy globai

network, as a whole, is heterogeneous, groups within

it

can be homogeneous.

Examples of homogenous groups within the global network are victim rights groups,
whose members are united on the commonality of shared experiences of surviving child
sexual exploitation. This demonstrates yet again the flexibility of networks as a social
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structure, with the global child advocacy network supporting both heterogeneous and
homogeneous nodes.

The role of geography and politìcal borders in global child advocacy networks
caruÌot, nor should not be ignored. Even though child rights, including the fight against

child sexual exploitation, is spreading across the globe, some regions are more heavily
affected than others. For example, Thailand and Russia are intense targets of the
commercial child sex trade. And within Western nation states adopting the principle of

improving child rights, the trend of responsibilisation can see the responsibility and
cost of fighting child sexual exploitation passed on to regional child advocacy groups.

While trying to protect their citizens, the very nature of nation states can hinder their

efforts.

The socially created jurisdictions hamper detection and prosecution of

offenders. This is when child advocacy groups and globalization can counteract the
iimitations of the state. Child advocacy groups have more freedom than the state does.

\Mrile it is true that the assorted states can and do cooperate, the bureaucratic, cultural
and linguistic differences can mean delays and stalls in time sensitive cases. Child
advocacy groups hold the potential of being able to communicate with colieagues in
other groups, in other regions and count¡ies more quickly and effectively. Whether or

not tlìe network utilizes this asset to its true potential is another area for future study.
Child advocacy groups hold the unique role on the global stage of being able to mediate
between nation stâtes in the fight against child sexual exploitation. In al1 of the spheres

governing the fight against child sexual exploitation discussed ea¡lier in this thesis,
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child advocacy groups have the autonomy and legitimacy to act as a giobal catalyst for
continued positive clrange.

It is undeniable that state power

has declined, but globalization is triggering

another transformation in government, allowing tlìe state to adapt and survive. The
state is redefining its role in governance, including combating chìld sexual exploitation.

One specific example of the state redefining itself is the rise of regionalization, as seen

with the European union (EU), which saw several nation

states banding together to

utilize the power of the aggregate. This relates to child advocacy groups because the
global playing field for fightìng child sexual exploitation is becoming more complex.
The spheres involved in the government of

clild

sexual exploitation are becoming more

complex. Not only do child advocacy groups have to deal with the state, with its
limited, but still substantial power, but now also nodes involved in global governance,
such as the EU and united Nations. Child advocacy groups must still cooperate with

the staie, but often remain at odds with

it.

Combating child sexual exploitation in

a

global network is a delicate and tense balance in a world struggling with regulation. It

is my hope that chìid advocacy groups do not get caught in a unintended power
struggle between global nodes trying to combat child sexual exploitation. Globalization

has offered child atlvocacy groups new opportunities

to

combat child sexual

exploitation in the form of global networks, but the cost has been a predictable and
stable structure. Nodes not only have

to deal with the fight against child sexual

exploitation, but they have to navigate a global neiwork with fragmented authority and
reconcile a multitude of difficulties.
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As state power has declìnec1 and changed, globarization has brought the rise of
global governance. while nation states have the limited autonomy to uphold the laws

within their own borders, the united Nations has increasing authority, outside of tire
actions of UNICEF. Global governance can supersede national laws
as demonstrated by the

a.d human rights,

"wat" on terrorism following the 9-11 terrorist

attacks in the

united states. while the u.ited Nations has set itself up as a moral guardian that
judges other cultures by its standard,

it

should be noted that even the

uN is

not

immune f¡om controversy. Allegations of the sexual exploitation of children, in such
places as refugee camps and bartering foocl for sex, by unitecl Nations representatives

in such places the Democratic Republic of congo and Guiana, led to protests by human
rights groups (BBC News, 2002 and 2005). This demonst¡ates that no node, regardless

of how powerful it is in the global dynamic, is infallible or beyond the influence of
human corruption.

while the role of globalization and the global child advocacy network

is

significant, it is not a top down filt¡ation of power, knowledge and innovation. Local
nodes are just as likely to influence the global network as the larger network influences

them. one inter.ational example

of a local solution to the commercial sexual

exploitation of chìldren in Asia is the "chilci safe" program spearhea<ied by the local

child advocacy group, M'lop Tapang. In sihanoukville, cambodia this local, frontline

chiid advocacy group has mobilized the business community to make their town
unfriendly and uncooperative to western men who t¡avel there to sexually victimize
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street children (De Launey, 2006). such examples of utilizìng local sociai capital and

innovation can be found across the globe, including Manitoba.
The impact of globalization on child sexual exploitation has been immense. The
actions of both offenders and child advocacy groups in one part of the world can ìmpact
on others across the globe. The importance of nodes and networks is reinforced by this

reality. Parameters for functioning in this new era of global governance are uncertain
and in need of further definition. This thesis will now concentrate specifically on
examining the Manitoba regional cluster of child advocacy groups, bringing the local
into global perspective.
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Chøpter 8 - THE NETWORKIN MANITOBA

To provide a deeper understanding of the global child advocacy network,

a

helpful strategy is to examine a local or regional cluster, such as the network in the
province of Manitoba. Manitoba is a concentrated hub of activity in canada. Although I

concentrate or-r provincial agencies, when appropriate some cross-national and
international connections are also discussed to provide context. Figure 8a. is a graphic
representation of the Manitoba Child Advocacy Group clusier based on the data I have
been able to compile.
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Figure 8ø. - Manitobø Child Adz¡ocøcy Group Cluster

Despite the relatively smal population size of the province, influentiar
groups

have flou¡ished. Perhaps one of the reasons they rrave cleveropecl and thrived
is
because of the particularly tight relationships of intlividuals

the global network. If this is true, then

it

in this regional cluster of

demonstrates that regionar clusters with

shong/tight ties can be the site for innovation. with this type of investigation, only
the
connection between nodes can be established from the secondary evidence
gathered

from public sources such as websites, annuar reports, press rereases, etc. and one
cannot
speak to the intensity of these connections. connections to gïoups outside
of Manitoba

were not included in Figure Ba. because of my decision to concentràte on a regionar
cluster in Manitoba, but refe¡ences to applicable national and international
¡ocles will
be included in the narrative. To establish the structurar components (i.e.
a.chorage,

reachability, density and range) and interactional components (content, clirectedness,

durabilitp intensity, multidimensionality and frequency), further in-cìepth research
w

r

need to be done with respect to this particular cluster (Mitchell, 1969). This
initial

mapping of comections begins the groundwork for future research that would
undoubtedly expose more nodes and expand the network.

8.1

Strøtegic Groups in Mønitobø

I would argue that one of the strongest .odes in Manitoba is the non-state node,

child Find Manitoba. Fo owing the 19g4 disappearance and murtler of thirteen-yearold Candace Derksen, there was growing awareness in Manitoba of the need to
furiher
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efforts to protect children. child Find Manitoba was founcled in winnipeg in 19g5 by a

group of concerned citizens. child Find Manitoba aids in the search for mìssing
children, but

is also involved in

advocacy work and programs promoting both

prevention and education. This organization creates and distributes a variety of
educational materials to families, law enforcement agencies, governrnent departments
and non-government organizations (Child Find Manitoba ,2007a). child Fìnd Manitoba

provides important resources for families of missing children, including coor<linating
projects such as mailouts and missing child posters. Voiunteers are an important part

of thei¡ efforts, with approximately one hur-rd¡ed ancl fifty volunteers
Province

across the

of Manitoba (Child Find Manitoba, 2007b). Just before ihe turn of

the

millennium in Canada, groups both within anc'l outside of the government began to
recognize the need for a reporting mechanisrn for online sexual exploitation of children.
This was part of a growing awareness in North America that also saw the March 9, 199g

launch of cyberTipline by the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children in
the United States. Simultaneously, interested parties at both the national and provincial
levels in Canada began to work towards the same goai. child Find Manitoba expanded

its effo¡ts to protect children to now include cybertip.ca. on
2002 Cybertip.ca was launched

september 26,

in Manitoba and became the national tipline in canacla

onJanuary 24,2006.
These developments

in Manitoba and at the federal level are reflective of

a

growing awareness of child sexual exploitation in the western world. in 2000, two
significant studies were released at the federal levei, which drew attention to the serious
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gap in protection. The Government of canada commissioned a survey of international

hotlines by KPMG Investigation and Security Inc. ancl presentecl tire phase one
findilgs
on December 27,2000. This report discussed the best practises of existing tiplines
ancì
established their effectiven ess. Children ln A Wired World: Tlrc pnrents'

V/e¡¿r

reported the

findings of a March 2000 terephone survey of more than one thousand parents
discussing their opinions and views of the Internet ancl their ch dre.,s use
technology.s This .ational concern was reflected

of

the

in the speech from the Throne

on

January 29' 2007 when the Goverrunent of Canada pledgeci to protect young peopre
f¡orn threats on the Internet (Goverrunent of Canada, 2007a). Children In A wirerlworrd:
Tlrc Pnrents' viezLt was followed

by young

Cnnndintrc

In A wired worrd, a survey of 5,682

students aged nine to seventeen years ord, which explored how young Canadians
use
and view the Internet. Initial findings were released on
June 27,2001, with final resurts
released on october 24, 2001. young Canndin s ln A wired world was part
of the federal

government's Canndinn strategy to promote snfe, wise and Respo,sible Internet

l-lse.6

specifically important in the development of Cybertip.ca was point four of the
fivepoint strategy, which has been briefly tliscussed by the Royal Canadian Mounted police
as

follows:

and its follorv-up were conducted by Envìronics Research Group for the
Medja Awareness Network
funded by Industry Canada, Media Arva¡eness N et. Cqnqda's òhildt'en
ln A llit.ed ll/ot.ld; The
Parents' View - Key Findings.
o
Altemative.ly referred to as the cybenvise strategy. The strategy and d¡scussion
is detailed in the Govemment of
Canada's publication, Illegal ønd Offtnsive Content on the lntutã-et; The
Canqdian Strdtegt to pronrote Sa¡e, øÌise
and Responsible lnÍernet IJse.

l1lls
¡tua¡
(MNet) and
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4, INVESTIGATE HOTLINES

The study Cnnndn's Children in n Wired World found that Canadian parents
do not complain about illegal and offensive material on the Internet even
when they want to largely because they do not know who to cal1. In many
countries, hotline investigators act as crime stoppers, handling reports
about potentially illegal material and contacting ser\¡ice providers and the
police when necessary. The Government of Canada and the private sector
are examining the costs and benefits of establishing a Canadian hotline to
report illegal Internet content. cnnada's Children in n wired world Ío.und that
more than half of Canadian parents think setting up such a hotline woulcl
be very effective (Roya1 Canadian Mounted police, 2005).

As part of the lederal government's efforts to create a tipline, the Federal Hotline Task
Force and steering Committees we¡e formed

with direction by Incìustry

Canacla. The

taskforce was a private/public group of stakehoiders, including representatives from

industry and non-governmentai agencies, gathered for the goal
establishìng a national tipline.

of

successfully

within Manitoba, the provincial government announced

the creation of the Child online Protection Comrnittee on May 22, 2007, which also
closely involved

child Find Manitoba

as evident when

it later became

a sub-committee

of Child Find Manitoba's Board of Directors (Cyberrip.ca, 2007b). \4hi1e rhe Royal
Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) is a fede¡al node,

regional cluster.

it is closely tied to the Manitoba

I would also arg-ue that since provincial RCMp divisions are

maintained (Manitoba - 'D' Division) then it is both a regional and national node. This
demonstrates that focusing

have close connections

o. regional groups

io national and

can prove to be challenging when they

international groups. As part

of

their

commitment to protecting children, Child Find Manitoba advocated for new fecleral
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legislation dealing with the online luring of child¡en after noticing the markeci increase

in the number of cases of missing children that involved the Internet (e.g. child luring).

Child Fnrd Manitoba was also involved with the formation of the chilcl online
Protection Coûmittee. It is here that we start to see the ties between nocles in the chilcl
advocacy network in Manitoba.

Rosalind (Roz) Prober, co-founder of the winnipeg basecl child advocacy group,
Beyond Borders, sits on the

child online protection committee (Beyond

on June 4,

An Act to Amend the C¡iminal cocie and to Amencl other

2002 8i11c-154,

Bort1ers,2007).

Acts, received Royal Assent, thus amending the canadian criminal Cocle regarding

child pornography and luring. The passing of this new stringent legislation woulti
assist

in

tl-re

work of law enforcement agencies following up verifiecl reports of abuse

taken by Cybertip.ca. Both Child Find Manitoba and Beyond Borders were active in
seeing this legislation passed at the federal level.

child Find Manitoba also has srrong

ties to Manitoba's business cornmunity, with one prominent example being Manitoba

Telecom system (MTS). MTS has supported Cybertip.ca both financiary and
technically (Canadian Association

of Internet providers, 2002). MTS has sent

a

representative to Child Find Manitoba's Exploited and Missing children Conference

(canadian Association of Internet providers, 2002). Microsoft has been a leading

financial donator

to

cybertip.ca, providing an interesting

link to a

powerful

international business (Cybertipc.ca 2005).

The two child ad'ocacy groups in Manitoba with the strongest mutual and
recìprocal ties are Child Find Manitoba/Cybertip.ca and Beyond Borclers, primarily a
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strategic

group. Two members from Child Find Manitoba sit on Beyond Border's

International Advisory Board, one of them being Lianna McDonald, the executive
director of Child Find Manitoba (Beyond Borders, 2007). You can start to see the
connection between these groups, even by examining the ties of one person. Marlyn
Bennett has sat on both the boards of Child Find Manitoba and Beyond Borders, but
also has wider ties to other nodes, such as working wìth the Manitoba Strategy on the

Prevention of Child and Youth Exploitation, academic work through the University of

Manitoba, and numerous ties to Aboriginal community-based groups and projects
(Prairie Child Welfare Consortium Symposium, 2005).

In

a

cluster such as the one found in Manitoba, the groups can and are connected

through people whose work or acquaintance regularly overlaps. These groups often

work jointly to organize events, for example, Beyond Borders, Child Find Manitoba,
Soroptimist International, UNIFEM and the Council of Women organized a round table
discussion in Winnipeg to debate child sexual exploitation in polygamist communities
and the Canadian age of consent (Pritchard, 2005). To briefly acknowledge ties to the

network outside of Manitoba, consider the numerous international ties Beyond Borders
has that include its affiliate status with ECPAT International (ECPAT International,
2007b) aird an International Advisory Board,

with members such

as Dr. Max Taylor of

the COPINE Project (Beyond Borde¡s, 2002). And if one considers that Beyond Borders
has ties to every node that these nodes have connections to, then the true expanse of the

global network becomes apparent. ECPAT International could be a network unto itseif

with seventy-three groups in sixty-seven countries (ECPAT International, 2007a).
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Beyond Borders as an affiliate of ECpAT Internationai may be an important player
in
the concent¡ated environment of the Manitoba regional cluster, but it is only one
amo.g

many of regional/local, national and international groups comectecl with this central

node. Beyond Borders is a .ode in this network that coorclinates cooperation and
interests between nodes. The advantage of these international connections
to not only

Beyond Bo¡ders as a node, but the regional cluster as a whole, is access to other
nodes

in a formal relationship to share resources expertise and information through networks.
some of the child advocacy groups identified

i.

Figure ga provitle an example of

organizational segmentation. The relatively small population size and spread over

a

large geo-political space means trrat many of these speciarized gïoups may
have trouble

supporting their individual efforts to combat child sexual exploitation. However, the
combined efforts of severar, segmented groups courd potentially provitle adequate
coverage across the province. Another example of a segmentecl group is Manitoba,s

women's Advisory council, which advocates for women's interests through lobbying
activities and by preparing materials for the provincial government Minister and
bu¡eaucrats (e.g. briefing notes, reports, etc.), and arso acts as an intermediary
to
women's groups in the province on available services and policies (Manitoba women,s

Advisory council, 2007). \uVh e this group is primarily focused on gencler issues, it
incorporates child sexual exploitation within that scope. women are an important
target population fo¡ child advocacy groups because women are the primary caregivers

for children. such groups are important in disseminating knowredge and may be less
intimidating to marginalizecl women than official state representatives. There âre many
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other nodes identified in Figure 8a, as part of the chilcl advocacy network in Manitoba.

At this junction of the thesis, it is necessary to review their conlections and
contributions to the network and other nodes.

8.2

Represefltatiaes of the State anil Business Comntunity in Mønitobø

The state is represented by the Provincial Government of Manitoba, which can be

defined as a network in itself, due to its complexity and size. within the provincial
government, the Department

of Justice and Department of Family

Services and

Housing has the majority of contact with child advocacy networks on a local capacity.

For exarnple, the Department of Justice funds and works with the skategic group,
cybertip.ca, but also funds and works with frontline groups, such as Macdonald youth
se¡vices to provide alternative sentencing for non-violent youth, such as community
service. The Department of Family services and Housing operates the provincial

child

Abuse Registry which maintains a iist of names of individuals guilty of child abuse and

child sexual exploitation (Manitoba Family services and Housing, n.d.). The registry is
not available to the general public, but can be accessed by organizations or employers
dealing with children under rest¡icted circumstances. The law enforcement agencies in

the network are represented by the Integrated Child Exploitation (ICE) Unit

canadian Mounted Police and the City
responsible

of winnipeg

-

Royal

Police services, which is

for detection and investigation of sexual crimes against children.

reports taken by Cybertip.ca are reported to and investigated by the ICE

unit.

The

The
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Province of Manitoba "governs at a distance" by maintaining ties to the
majority of

child advocacy groups in Manitoba through funcling or joint projects. rt also has
ties to

the busi.ess community and not just through shari.g funcling of crr ci aclvocacy
groups. The Province worked with MTS during the establishment of Cybertip.ca.
In a
separate initiative, MTS also ". . .liaises

with its provincial law e.forcement

agencies,

providing training on availability of in-formation ancl effective worcling for warrants

and subpoenas as well on the interpretation of MTS records, antl assists
development, and instalment of new equipment
capabilities" (Canadian Association
concerning

to provide improved

in

the

surveillance

of Internet providers, 2002). MTS also states

its support of cybertip.ca, "As the province,s rargest Internet

service

Provider and as a good corporate citizery MTS believes in promoting safe, wise

ancr

responsible Internet use" (MTS, 2007). Industry self-regulation is part
of the larger
trend of responsibilisation in the child advocacy networks. The responsibilisation
tre.d

puts pressure on the technoiogy industry to regulate ch

cr sexuar

exproitation, which

MTS is fulfilling by operati.g filters to monitor server-based content.
As a member of
the business community, MTS is also contributing to the trencl of
self-responsibilisation

especially targeting parents by co-sponsoring a website calred rucows,
which arlows
MTS customers to downroad free

f

ter software, (Tucows, 2007). sim ar tactics are

used by Internet providers worldwide.
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Frontline Groups in Mønitoba

8.3

Non-state groups are important vehicles for disseminating knowledge to target
populations in part because official state representatives, such as police officers or social

workers, rnay be intimidating and in part because of special knowledge or expertise.
This is especially true for frontline groups which have access to a marginalized youth

population that the stâte may
Youth (RaY), formerly known

not. Frontline groups such as Resource Assistance for

as

Operation Go Home, work directly wìth youth in crisis

who face poverty, homeiessness, drug addiction and prostitution on the st¡eets of
Winnipeg.
Workers for RaY are more likely to have the trust of vulnerable street youth than
police officers or social workers. This group offers emergency services, a drop in centre,
services and advocacy to find suitable housing and education and awa¡eness programs.

Frontline groups, such as RaY, exemplify

a harm reduction strategy which

acknowledges that the prohibition of risky behaviour is unlikely to prevent all risky

behaviour. This acceptance of the harm reduction stuategy of governance is evident in

RaY's membership

in the fittingly

narned Manitoba Harm Reduction Network

(Manitoba Harm Reduction, 2007), which has over one hundred members working
together to reduce such ha¡mful behaviours, as the spread of HIV/AIDS and STDs.
Membership in this organization would provides ties to other groups, demonstrating
another example of bridging ties. Devoting limited resources to fight STDs may seem â

stretch

fo¡ a child advocacy group, but STDs do affect child victims of

sexual

exploitation. Children who are prostitutes and other sexually exploited or abused
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children may be disabled from accessing needed services. The best way of combating

child sexual exploitation on an individual level is to transition youth back into
mainstream society. oukeach programs and drop-in centres operated by Ray ancl

other frontline groups

in

Manitoba are

a primary point of

marginalized youth. Trust can be built and short term needs, such

contact

as

with

such

emergency shelter

and food, can be met. Long-term strategies like addiction treatment, en-rployment ancl
long-terrn housing can be set in motion. As RaY states:

Once youth secu¡e stable living conditions, they have a base from which
to make additional steps towards education, employment, and self
reliance. It is our hope to empower youth with information and life-skills

so that they can successfully improve their quality of life
Assistance for

(Resource

Youtli, 2007a).

RaY is building ties with members of the education and business sectors with its efforts

to mainstream marginalized youth. The state, in the form of the provincial government,

directly supports these efforts. rn 2006, Ray received financial support from the
Province of Manitoba to fund

full and part time staffing positions (province

of

Manitoba, 2006b). Following the responsibilisation trend, the province of Manitoba can
invest monetarily into this group, while RaY assumes the risk ancl tloes the work. Ray

is also supported financially by such coalition fundraising groups as the unitecl way,

but also maintains ties through support f¡om numerous members of the Manitoba
business community (Resource Assistance for youth, 2007b). The connections between
the Manitoba business community and Ray are mutually beneficial. Businesses get the
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positive benefits of being listed as a sponsor on RaY's website. More important, many
businesses benefit because RaY's work

with street youth creates a physical space in

downtown Wir¡nipeg that is mo¡e conducive to conducting business.
Macdonald Youth Services has worked with young peopie in crisis in Manitoba
since 7929, including among them those who are or might become victims

of sexual

exploitation. They offer emergency sheiter fo¡ young people, treatment options and
skill and employment building, and work with the Manitoba provinciai government in
implementing alternative sentencing regimes (Macdonald Youth Services, 2007). This
group appeals to marginalized youth based on location and ethnicity by working in

Northern Manitoba and by providing culturally sensitive programs to Aboriginal

youth. Although its main focus is not to combat child sexual exploitation, it oflers vital
treatment and emergency services. By increasing life chances and education, chiidren

are less vulnerable to sexual exploitation. This group is a "United Way Member
Agency"

,

meaning

it

can tap into the coalition of NGOs for

funding. This reveals

another funding source for child advocacy groups. The United Way and similar groups

provide collective funding to local groups addressing issues important

to

the

community, However. it is the responsibility of individual child advocacy groups to
seek out the respective community organizations and lobby for their inte¡ests.

Marymound provides services to youth in crisis, which inciudes treatment for
tlrose who have experienced sexual abuse (Marymound, 2007b). They offer secure

living quarters and

access to

education. The dedicated unit, the Marymound Treatment

Program for Sexually Exploited Youth (Rose Hall), deals with this social problem on a
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local level. Rose Hall specifically targets young women between the ages of fourteen

and seventeen (Province of Manitoba, 2006c:49). The program can only be accessed

through refer¡al from the Department of Family services and Housing. As a geopolitical region, Manitoba has distinctive issues that other regions may not face. with

a

growing and marginalized Aboriginal populatiory the culturally sensitive programming
provided by Marymound to Aboriginal youth wili become more important.
This need is also addressed by the Ma Mawi

wi chi

Itata Centre, which is again

connected by financial support to the Province of Manitoba (Ma Mawi

wi chi

Itata,

2005). safe houses for young people experiencing or in clanger of sexual exploitation
are also operated by Honoring the spirit of

our Little siste¡s: safe Transition

Home

(female/transgendered, ages 73-77), Ndinawe (our Relatives Home) winnipeg youth
Resource Center, Youth safe Home and Youth outreach program (both genders, ages
11-18) (stop sex

with Kids, 2007).

Dream catchers, a treatment program for sexually

exploited youth at the KLINIC Community Health cenhe, has ties to the municipal,
provincial and federal governments through the winnipeg Housing and Homelessness

Initiative (service canada, 2005b). This program also provides adults who have
experienced sexual exploitation, especially those who have left the commercial sex

trade, the opportunity to mentor sexually exploited youth (province of Manitoba,
2006c:46). other programs exist
abuse, which

in Manitoba that þeat at-risk youth for

substance

is a large problem for many sexually exploited youth (province of

Manitoba, 2006c). For example, the Behavioural Health Foundatiory operates the seikirk

Healing centre (male youth) and Kirkos House (female youth), targeting Aboriginal
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youth between eleven and seventeen years old and is partially funded by the \AIHHI
(service canada, 2005a). some causes driving many into the commercial sex trade such
as substance abuse and homelessness are being addressed by these programs.

New Directions fo¡ Children, Youth, Adults and Families is an institution in
Manitoba that provides important counselling services. Transition, Education and
Resources for Females (TERF) program offers two initiatives aimed at assisting children

who have been victimized in the commercial child sex trade (i.e. child prostitution).
The TERF Youth Program uses the harm ¡eduction model when targeting girls and
transgendered individuals between the ages of thirteen and eighteen (New Directions,
2007a). The goal of this program, simila¡ to that of RaY, is to successfully transition

exploited youth back into mainst¡eam society and the publìc education system when
appropriate. This program does have what they term "incentives" for young people to

join and stay in the program, which include monetary compensation, bus passes, gym
memberships at the Winnipeg YM/YWCA, day care assistance, support, skills in
independent living, and advocacy and ¡eferrals (New Directions, 2007). This incentive

program is one that perhaps should be explored by other frontline groups, though its
effectiveness would have to be further assessed. The program is also unique because

acknowledges

the issue of gender identity. Transgendered youth would

it

have

specialized needs that might not be able to be met in other programs. The TERF youth

Program receives financial support through the Province's Department

of Family

Services and Housing (New Directions, 2007a). The TERF Mentor program targets

urban Aboriginal youth ages eight to seventeen years old who have been or are at high
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risk of being comrnercially sexually exploited (New Direction s, 200Tb). This program
addresses the distinctive regional need

in Manitoba to

adclress marginalization and

exploitation of Aboriginal youth tfuough mentorship with safe and qualified adults. It
is interestìng to note that this program receives different funding from the TERF youth

Program, with financial support corning f¡om Canadian Heritage and Healthy

Ch d

Manitoba (New Directions, 2007b). New Directions was arso responsibre for the
Ndayaawin Project, which worked with children, especially Aboriginals, between the
ages of eight and thirteen who were at high risk of being sexuany exproited
or entering

prostitution (Department of Justice, 2001). Funding was provided by ihe National
Crime Prevention Ce.tre (NCPC) for trrirty-eight months from
January 2001.

Marymound began the Media Awareness Initìative about sexualry Exproited
Youth (MAISEY), an initiative that seeks to rethink how the media negatively porrrays
young people being commercialry sexually exproited ancl the harm derogatory rabels
can

play. Their slogan "changi.g words... changing minds" acknowledges the power

that language can wield. It is arso a local example of child advocacy gïoups attempting

to have the general publìc accept their discourse and definitions. Connected through

this project are the Manitoba groups: Ma Mawi

wi chi

Itata centre (Honouring the

spirit of the Little susters), Beyond Borders; Manitoba women,s Advisory council,
circle of Life Thunderbird House; provincial Cou.cil of women of Manitoba, Mount
carmel Clinic, sage House, Child and Family services winnipeg Branch Marymound
,
sexually Exploited Youth Program; New Directions for children, youth, Adults and
Families TERF; Family services and Housing

- Manitoba strategy Responding to Chilcl
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Sexual Exploitation; Rossbrook House and RESOLVE (Marymound, 2007a). Each of
these nodes is connected through the MAISEY project. This strengthens ihe network in

Manitoba because groups interact and individuals form/reinforce relationships. What
began as a local campaign by employees of Marymound in 2003 drew global attention

in 2006 when the group presented its shategy to other NGO's at the 50tl session of the

United Nations Commission on the Status of Women (Marymound, 2007c). The
MAISEY project has found national and international attention.
Sage House, through Mount Carmei Clinic, offers services to adult female and

transgendeled sex trade workers, but operates the North End Street Out¡each Program,

which reaches some young people (Stop Sex With Kids, 2007). It is listed on Child Find
Manitoba's Manitoba Inventory of Specialized Resources for Sexually Exploited Youth

& Resources fo¡ Their Parents, Guardians or Caregivers website and in the Province of
Manitoba's publication Neighbourhood Sohttions: Working Together to Address

Sexuøl

Exploitntion on our Street (Province of Manitoba, 2006c:51). Sage House is a member of

the Manitoba Harm Reduction Network (Manitoba Ha¡m Reduction Network, 2007),

which through bridging ties, connects it to other child advocacy groups, who are
members, such as RaY, and the Province, with its individual provincial departments
(e.g. Department of Family Services and Housing; Regionai Health Authorities) and

law

enforcement agencies (e.9. RCMP and Winnipeg Police Services).
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8.4

Acødemic No¡Les in Mønitobø
The most notable academic node in the Manitoba Child advocacy network is the

university of Manitoba. The university of Manitoba has provided technical support for
Cybertip.ca through its Executive Director of Information Services and Technology
(University of Winnipeg, 2005). The University of Manitoba's Research and Education

for solutions to Violence and Abuse

(RESOLVE) also has connections

to both the

MAISEY initiative and to Ma Mawi Wi Chi ltata Centre through a multi-phase
evaluation project of their family violence program (Research and Education for
solutions to violence and Abuse,2007). The Men's Resource Centre is connected to the
Elizabeth

Hill counselling centre

ancl the university of Manitoba, and is funded by

Family Violence Prevention Program, Family Services and Housing (Elizabeth Hill
Counselling Centre, 2007). With services provided at no cost to the patient, the Men,s
Resource Centre supplies counselling

for men over the age of sixteen who

experienced child sexual exploitation (Elizabeth

have

Hill counselling centre, 2007) and for

men with problems with child and/or adult pornography (Province of Manitoba,
2006c:49). There are also corurections between the University of Winnipeg and
Manitoba child advocacy groups. For example, Dr. Sandra Kirby from the University of

Winnipeg sits on the Beyond Borders International Advisory Board (Beyond Borders,
2007). Red River College operates the Ndinawe Youth Care Worke¡ Training prtrgram,

which provides a two year dìploma program for survivors of child sexual exploitation

to learn how to become youth workers with young people who are or have been
sexually exploited (Province of Manitoba, 2007b). This program is partialiy funded by
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the federal government and the P¡ovince of Manitoba, as part of the Tlrc Msnitobo
Strntegy Responding to Children nnd Youth at Risk of, or Suntiuors of, Sexunl Exploitation,

particularly focusing on Aboriginal young people.

8.5

Summary of Findings

Manitoba as a geo-poiitical space must find locai solutions to child sexual

exploitation. However, the province faces unique circumstances. With a population
estimated 1n 2006 to be 7,777,765 million (Statistics Canada, 2006), Manitoba has

a

relatively small population when contrasted to other geo-political spaces of comparable

size. A significant number of the population is concent¡ated in Winnipeg, the major
u¡ban centre. Manitobans reside

in

srnaller urban centres, rural and northern

communities. The state is represented in Manitoba at seve¡al levels: federal, provincial,
municipal and First Nations reserves, with mixed jurisdiction. Manitoba has a distinct
and growing Aboriginal population, many of which reside on reserves. Reserves are
federal enclaves, which in conjunction with Inter-tribal Councils and agencies, create
unique and complex conditions for governance in Manitoba.
The fluid and adaptable nature of networks is well suited to meeting the local
challenges faced by child advocacy groups

services

to

in Manitoba. Frontline groups provide

exploited Aboriginal youtþ with some services offered

in

Northern

comrnunities. The Manitoba network, like the globai network, is not gender neutral.
Female youth are targeted by most agencies. The Transition, Education and Resources

for Females (TERF) program, which also works with transgendered individuals, begins
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to address the complex issues of gentler and abuse. The t,ue extent of male youth
exploited in Manitoba is just begiming to be understood (scheirich, 2007). There is

a

increased need for additional services to be targeted to male youth victims in Manitoba.

As discussed above networks connect nodes and have the capacity to function at

a

variety of levels, from a small communìty to a large urban centre. During a time of
tragic loss and the death of Candace Derksen, the network expancled, clrawing on
Manitoba's social capital and subsequently creating a new noc{e: child Find Manitoba.

Child Find Manitoba demonstrated that a regional child advocacy group can evolve
into a national group, "upward mobility" in the
provinciai to a national tipline. As a regional

'etwork.

r-rode

Cybertip.ca grew from a

from the Manitoba network, this

group became national, with international ties, ancl demonstrates the national
significance of this local network.

The concepts identified and discussed throughout this thesis have

been

skengthened by my analysis of the Manitoba regional cluster. Distinct examples of

frontline and strategic groups, the different spheres of governi'g child sexual
exploitation and organizational segrnentation were revealecl. The responsibilisation
t¡end is a theme widespread across child advocacy networks and affects a multitucle of
nodes, at various levels and spheres of governance. This analysis reinjorces the concept

that the state employs a responsibilisation skategy to govern child sexual exploitation.

state support of child advocacy groups

is

direct, through funiling ancl public

endorsement. It is both a deliberate and veiled stuategy of governance. othe¡ nodes in

the Manitoba networks have a vested interest in perpetuating the responsibilisation
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trend. Chìlcl advocacy groups have pressured the technology industry to contribute to
the fight, which has resulted in evidence of industry seif-regulation and businesses
financially contributing to child aclr'ocacy gloup's initiatives (Province of Manitoba,
2001). As well, the state, child advocacy groups and the technology industry are all

targeting the general public, and parents
responsibilisation. These spheres

of

in

particular,

governance are putting

to

increase self-

the technologies of

governance in place to govern child sexual exploitation, notable examples being tiplines

and software filters, but the responsibility to use these technologies of governance is left

up to the general population.
Loca11y,

it was established that one individual can be responsible for connecting

several child advocacy groups.

A

single project spear-headed by one group, but

supported by many groups/ is another means to tìe groups together. A similar venture,

if

successful, can draw national and international notoriety to gtoups associated with

the project. Local groups are connected to other regional groups outside of Manitoba

tfuough alliances with international NGOs. The connections of Manitoba regional
nodes to national and international nodes reinforces the concept that nodes from all

three levels are interconnected in an intricate and complex global network.

It

also

highlights that even though tlús is a global social problem, with global nodes and
networks, the local influence should not be discounted. After reviewing the role of

child advocacy nodes in their netwo¡ks and the challenges they face,

it is now

appropriate to suggest recommendations that may aid some groups.
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Chøpter 9 - CONC¿US/ON AND RECOMMENDATTONS

9.1

Conclusion
Tl-re

child advocacy network was found to be funclamentally "pro-chilcl,,, calling

upon the human rights tradition, seeking special rights ancl protection for chilclren.
With different types of child sexual exploitation, the cornplexity of cornbating this social
problem was reinforced. child sexual exploitation is being combated at both the global
and local levels' As part of the larger responsibilisation trencl, nation states including
canada are intentionally and strategically using child aclvocacy groups and other nonstate groups to combat child sexual exploitation. The process of respo¡sibilisation has

had profound effects on child advocacy nocles a^d networks. Chilcl acl'ocacy
b,roups

ha'e developed new technologies of governance, such as tiplines, to encourage active
participation of citizens

in

cornbating child sexual exploitation- This aclvances

"responsible citìzenship" and mutual su¡veillance.
The technology industry, especially Internet serwice p¡oviders, are participating

in self-regulation. FIowever, the strongest onus is being put on parents ancl child¡en
themselves

by child advocacy groups, Internet

service providers and

state

representatives. Under neoliberal political conditions the state has decicled to ¡o
longer attempt on its own to try to provide a safety net to protect all child¡en from
sexual exploitation. Therefore, as a form
increasingly expected

of

"self-car.e", parents and children are

to be cautious and aware of risks. one transformation in

governance of child sexual exploitation is the subtle change from viewing children
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simply as innocent victims to active participants in their own protection. The use of the

harm reduction moc-lel by frontline groups dealing with youth who are being
prostituted demonstrates their wish
marginalized

youth. By

to

improve the life chances and safety of

dealing with such problems as poveriy, homelessness,

substance addiction, racism, teenage pregnancy, family problems and unemployment,

some types of child sexual exploitation can be effected. This again highlights the
potential ability of child advocacy groups to empower young people as a means of
combating child sexual exploitation.

Responsibilisation seeks
correspond

with the

to have citizens make responsible choices that

accepted societal norms and values. When individuals deviate

from accepted behaviour there are consequences. Offenders face legal consequences
and social stigma

if their actions a¡e detected. Public sex offender

registries in some

jurisdictions notify the general public of the presence of sex offenders and act as a form
"r-raming, shaming and blaming" (Rose, 2000: 322) Similarly, some media outlets are

participating in the naming and shaming of offenders on international television. This

can lead to the potential arrest, community surveillance and social ost¡acism of
offenders and even violence by vigilantes. Sorcha McKenna from the United Kingdom,
an adult survivor of child sexual exploitatiory notes that naming and shaming through a

public sex offender register is detrimental because it can drive

offenders

"underground" away from the scrutiny of law enfo¡cement agencies (McKerura, 2002).
Whatever the direction taken in the fight against child sexual exploitation, all potential
consequences, both intended and unintended, shouid be seriously considered.
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Difficulties can arise in child advocacy networks. with neoJiberalism, there is

limited funding and recognition of individual agency effort, which can procluce
competition or "jealously" between nodes. At different levels, tire network can become
saturated with child advocacy groups which can potentially stagnate growth ín the

network. If the existing child advocacy groups are competing for limitecl

resources,

then this does not create the optimal environment for the creation ancl growth of new
nodes to combat child sexual exploitation. The balance between stability and growth is
delicate in this network.

The purpose of this thesis was to establish the connection between noties and

networks, but also to reconceptualise how we view the child advocacy nocles ancl

networks. The chilc{ advocacy nodes anc{ networks conceivably offer the best hope we
have in combating child sexual exploitation successfully, but

will continue to sway

ancl

be constrained by preconceived notions of safety and responsibility. The diversity and

different functions of child advocacy networks may be critical to the outcome of
fighting chiid sexual exploitation. But the question remains, how will these nodes and
networks continue to transform in the future and how wili that impact fight against the
sexual exploitation of children?

9.2

Recommeniløtions

for Chilil Ailoocøcy Groups

In the global campaign to end child sexual exploitation, the role of the offender
has taken a back seat to the roles and relations of child advocacy groups ancl their

networks. Groups can maxirnize limited resou¡ces using networks., both builcling on
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pre-existing connections and reaching out to create new partnerships. Eradicating the

sexual exploitation

of chillren may not ever occur, but its reduction can be

accomplished by concentrating on the prevention, management and treatment of child
sexual exploitation. Despite the constrains and limitatior-rs of neo-liberalism, significant
strides have been made such as the development of new strategies and technologies of

governance. Child advocacy groups are under internal and external pressures to
produce results. In closing this work,
advocacy groups

to improve their

I

offer practical recommendations for child

presence and experience

in the child advocacy

networks.

9.2.1

Exp øtriling and Strengthening N etzo orks

My analysis points to the conclusion that child advocacy groups and nodes may
benefit from further expanding and strengthening their networks. An expanded
network unlocks new opportunities to impact on the social problem the parties share

a

coûunon goal in combating. By identifying clear and sustainable goals, groups can
make meaningful and measured changes. However, part of identi{ying such goals is

clarifying the group's identity. If they are not satisfied with their current identity, then
they must establish what it should be. Guidelines and boundaries can then be created

to best achieve the desired results by

designing

a

strategic plan with specific

parameters. A strategic plan will help groups define their goals and how best to and

most efficiently achieve these objectives.

A

strategic plan is an important tool in

focusing efforts, outlining practical strategies and implementation. An action plan
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dìfferentiates the roles individuats (e.g. staff vs. volunteers)

will play and

shoulcl set

down clear timelines, with immediate and long-term objectives. similar activities to
expand networks have been planned and impleme.ted in networks combating other
social problems, such as female illiteracy (Lim, n.d.).

By using these models, groups can also identify if projects are within current
resources. Although some projects might be worthwhile, if they fall out the strategic

plan of a group, then the resources may be better directed towarcls more targeted
efforts. Fo¡ example, if a group identifies that they want to help marginalized youth
within a defined city or regio., and then wishes to begin a project
this project woulcl not best serve the'ode ide.tity of a regional
combating child sexual exploitation

or-r

a national level,

group.

The scope of

is daunting, as an indiviclual group, a chil<l

advocacy group cannot accomprish everything they may wish

to. A ch d advocacy

group with a clear node identity has finite boundaries in which to conduct their affairs

with the t¡ust that other child advocacy groups will handle different

aspects of

combating chiÌd sexual exploitation-

one of the prerniere events for making new contacts is

conJerences, both

professional and academic. Conferences are an importance site for innovating and co-

ordinating governance. Conferences specializing in discussing child sexual exploitation
are important for sharing knowledge, strengthening existing relationships and building

new ties.7 By attending or presenting at conferences that do not focus solely on
7

A lìst ofseveral significant conferences d€aling with serùal exploitation in Ca¡ada can be found in the ¡nnual reporl for
the Nâtional M¡ssing
children ser!ices, National Police Services, Roy_al cânadìan Mounred Police. (2001). "cànadian Mrlestones:
Missing and Exploited Children,,
canadâ's Missing chi¡dren Annual Rr:pol- pp- 7-9. A\'âilâble: hltpr/ r.wrv.oumrissi;gchildrcn-gc-ca./omc/publicationi¡ooqlzoéi-",r*ul..p_.-p¿r
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combating child sexual exploitation, child advocacy groups

will fi¡st of all increase

awareness about their cause and efforts. It can also benefit groups by exposìng them to
best practìses that could be adapted to combat child sexual exploitation. Therefore, it is

recommended that groups attend and present at both professional and academic
conJerences.

Trust has been shown to be vitally important to security networks and
maintaining reciprocity between nodes built on trust (Dupont, 2006). Building trust
through reciprocity, if not already practiced within child advocacy networks, should be
an objective. Reciprocity can be the fo¡mal exchange of resources or the mo¡e informal,

and harder to document, exchange of "favours". Trust would theoretically increase
cooperation and benefits all groups involved. Collaborations between groups can also
impact social policy as a strong, united alliance is more powerful than a single group.

It

has been established that aithough the state is not the sole entity responsible for the

governing of child sexual exploitation,

it is still a strong

node

in a majority of

the

networks. This is partially true if you consider that many child advocacy groups will
want to receive direct support from the state in the fo¡m of funding. But not all goals
are directly connected to funding, as is the case with the wish to see a more stringent

and broad legislation in place. Child advocacy groups can shengthen relationships

with state nodes, such as federal and provincial governments by presenting directly to
thei¡ elected members, poiitical and departmental

nature

staff

.

And considering the fluid

of politics, maintaining relations with the opposition parties is also a

recommended practise.
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Another suggestion for expanding and strengthening networks would be the
creation of a formal organization responsible for the coordination and facilitation of

work between child advocacy groups. Such an organization coultl

organize

conferences, coordinate projects between multiple agencies and act as a clearinghouse

for references and research material, however, a cost-benefit analysìs would have to be
conducted to see if the idea is economically possible. The community Action Teams as

found in British Columbia appear to be a very successful way of Íorntalizing

a

previously informal regional cluster and governing child sexual exploitation, but also

athacting new members to networks. (Province of British Columbia, 2002). The
provincial government of British columbìa has recognized this and the importance of
local/regional solutions by establishing Community Action Teams (CAT) "...comprised

of

serwice providers such

as police, social workers, and health

professionals;

replesentatives from municipal and provincial governments; educators and school
administrators; parents; youth; and non-profit agencies" (Province of British Columbia,
2007). The community action teams a¡e a formalized, state sanctioned regional cluster

in the child

advocacy group program. One

of the first community action

teams

established in Brìtish Columbia afte¡ the 1996 provincial action plan on prostitution was

Community Against Sexual Exploitation of Youth (CAISEY) working in and around
Kelowna, British Columbia (CAISEY, 200f

.

Promoting awareness, empathy for

victims, and encouraging cooperation in the local community, CAISEY and such groups
act as a mediating force in this formalized network. This concept should be explored

further for building formal alliances in the child advocacy network.
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9.2.2

Nezo Menrbership

The changing nature of networks can be embraced as a positive characteristic,
even regarding network membership. Membership in this context refers to both formal

and informal supporters of child advocacy groups that can include employees,
volunteers and financial supporters. I4rhen dealing with such an emotional and
sensitive topic as child sexual exploitation, the occurrence of "bu¡n out" should never
be discounted. New membership in groups brings with

it new enthusiasm, ideas and

resources. Groups should always actively foster both formal and informal connections.

New leadership can provide a new passion for the cause, but also a "fresh face" and
enthusiasm to appeal to the rnedìa. one option to expand membership and donations is

to build partnerships with the private business community. some

businesses ancl

consultants have been established to assist not-for-profit groups in raising funds. Like
businesses, child advocacy groups have

to "seli themselves" and new membership,

especially in the promotions arena, may give them an advantage.

9.2.3 Altemøtiae Strategies ønil Technologies of Gotsemance

It is my recommendation that child

advocacy groups explore alternative

stuategies and technologies of governance. In rethinking their

networþ I believe they

could also benefit from rethinking some of their approaches. one example that could
be further explored or expanded upon is the work of the COPINE project working

with

youth offenders addicted to child pornography (Quayle and Taylor, 2006). Some male
offenders are themselves survivors of sexual exploitation (Briggs, 1995). Working with
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young sexual offenders is both a reactive and proactive approach to combating child
sexual exploitation. These youth may be offenders, but because

of their age and

potential past abuse, they must be dealt with differently than adult offenclers. The
reality cannot be ignored that offenders, after detection and incarceration are released
back into society in the current justice system. The cultu¡e of lear sometimes fostered
by media misrepresentation can lead to vigiiantism.

Another alte¡native strategy/technology of governance that could be clebatetl is
the use of rewards. Crime stoppers and the tiplines of child advocacy groups both
share anonymity, but crirne stoppers has successfully used the rewarci system in
exchange for information, whereas child advocacy groups, to my knowledge, have not

employed these tactics. Therefore, the theory is that a small investment in a reward is

Iikely to lure information from informants that might not otherwise come to fruition.
For frontline groups working with marginalized youth, incentive groups such as those

used by the TERF program in Manitoba could be explored (New Directions,2007).
Incentives supplied by the TERF program directiy and almost immediately improve the

lives of youth at

risk.

For example, youth can have greater access to legitimate

employment, education and child care by being given a bus pass. By providing daycare
assistance, youth can more easily seek legitimate employment

or training without

worrying about the safety of their chiid. The costs of such incentives are minimal when
you consider the more substa¡rtial and sustainable benefits.
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9.3 Recommeniløtions for Future

Reseøtch

This work can provide a starting point for future research by providing

a

glimpse of significant themes and node identity. Future researchers could examine

if

the predominant practices of child advocacy gtoups are the

n-rost efficient and

appropriate ways in which these groups can fight child sexual exploitation. This would

supplement the work of nodal governance theorists who encourage practices that
maximize efficiency and reduce social inequality. There may be other, more efficient

ways/ that activities could be coordinated, resources distributed

and

communication/knowledge flow between child advocacy groups. Also, as the child
advocacy network has emerged as a new form of nodal governance, further historical

study could be conducted on how these groups became institutionalized and map these
changes.

A prime example of this type of research has been completed by Christina

Arnold and Andrea M. Bertone (2002) which details the growth and change of NGOs,
most notably ECPAT, in Thailand. Arnold and Bertone's work could also act as

a

model for future studies because it addresses local, regional and internation aL" players"

in a network. The consequences of these changes can and perhaps aiready have had

a

profound effect on the individual groups, the entire network and their relations with

both state and non-state agents. The implications

ol

these t¡ar-rsformations in

governance could deeply affect policy development.

Due to the large-scale of the child advocacy networks, future research should
concentrate on smaller or local segments of these networks and the findings of these
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studies later then be applied to gain insight into the global networks. segments selected

for study can be based on a numbe¡ of criteria that include geography, specialization in
combating a specific type of child sexual exploitation, or size. The concenL¡ation on

different functions of the networks could also be used to delimit research, such

as

concentrating on interpersonal relationships/ partnerships verses network structure.
There ìs also the possibility of exploring the concept that some groups within the

network only devote some of their efforts to combating child sexual exploitation

as

part

of a larger mandate (e.g. overall child protectiory gender or ethnicity).

9.4 Discussion of Suggesteil Methoilotogy for Future

Reseørch

A combination of quantitative and qualitative research techniques would
optimal in tackling the study of complex and changing networks.
advantageous

advocacy

for future

resea¡ch

groups. Dupont

It woull

be
be

to be completeci with the cooperation of child

(2006:777) suggests

that questionnaires with detailed

questions designed to reveal specific variables would expose quantitative connections

in networks involved in governance. He notes the difficulties of dealing with

the

clemanding schedules of agency workers and leaders who may be located across the

globe. A long-term study could encounter possible difficulties due to the changing and
non-static nature of networks. If employees are being interviewed, they can leave the
organization during the duration of a sfudy, or even connections between groups can
lapse and new ones

form. one solution to these challenges couki

be the study of a

1,39

particular cluster of nodes within the larger child advocacy network, as suggested
under directions for future research.

If studying interpersonal connections of individuals in the network, the tracking
of frequency and signifìcance of contact between members in the network (e.g. cross
referencing attendance to conferences, meetings or board/ organizational memberships)

would be significant. Bu! should research be conducted on the network as a whoie, the
use of recent technological developments is strongly recommended. New software
programs have been developed that assist in the construction and tracking of large-scale

networks. To keep up with the transfo¡mations in governance and constant changes in

the child advocacy networþ any advantage technology can provide should

be

ernployed.
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